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The Reduction of Theories

, , It is a commonplace that classical mechanics is no longer

4 4 regarded as tht universal and fundamental science of
I I nature. Its brilliant successes in explaining and bringing

I I into systematic relations a large variety of phenomena
-r- r- were at one time indeed unprecedented. And the belief,

once widely held by physicists and philosophers, that
all the processes of nature must eventually fall within the siope of its
principles was repeatedly conffrmed by the absorption of various sectors
of physics into it. Nevertheless, the period of the "imperialismo of me-
chanics was practically over by the latter part of the nineteenth century.
The dificulties which faced the extension of mechanics into still uncon-
quered territory, and particularly into the domain of electromagnetic
phenomenq came to be acknowledged as insuperable.

However, new candidates for the office of a universal physical science
were proposed, sometim6s with the backing of a priori aiguments analo-
gous to those once us-ed to support the claims of mechanics. To be sure,
with some few doubtful exceptions no serious student of the sciences to-
day believes that any physical theory can be warranted on a priori
grounds, or that such arguments can establish a theory in that high of-
ffce. Moreover, many outstanding physicists are frankly skeptical whether
it is possible to realize the ideal of a comprehensive theory whicli will
integrate all domains of natural science in terms of a common set of
pririciples and will serve as the foLrndation for all less inclusive theories.
Nevertheless, that ideal continues to leaven current scientiffc speculation;
and, in any case, the phenomenon of a relatively autonomous theory be-
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coming absorbed by, or reduced to, some other more inclusive theory is
an undeniable and recurrent feature of the history of modern science.
There is every teason to suppose that such reduction will continue to
take place in the future.

The present chapter is concerned with this phenomenon, and with
some of the broader issues associated with it Scientists as well as phi-
losophers have exploited both successful and unsuccessful reductions of
one theory to another as occasions for developing far-reaching interpreta-
tions of science, of the limits of human knowledge, and of the ultimate
constitution of things in general. These interpretations have taken vari-
ous forms, but only a few typical ones need be mentioned here.

Discoveries relating to the physics and physiology of perception are
often used to support the claim that the findings of physics are radically
incompatible with so-called'common sense"-with customary beliefs that
the familiar things of everyday experience possess the traits they mani-
fest even to carefully controlled observation. Again, the successful reduc-
tion of thermodynamics to statistical mechanics in the nineteenth century
was taken to prove that spatial displacements are the only form of in-
telligible change, or that the diverse qualities of things and events which
men encounter in their daily lives are not'ultimate" traits of the world
and are perhaps not even'teal." But, conversely, the difficulty in ffnding
consistent visualizable models for the mathematical formalism of quan-
fum mechanics has been taken as evidence for the'mysterious'character
of subatomic processes and for the claim that behind the opaque symbol-
ism of the 'world of physics" there is a pervasive -spiritual reality" that is
not indifferent or alien to human values. On the other hand, the failure to
explain elechomagnetic phenomena in terms of mechanics, and the gen-
eral decline of mechanics from its earlier position as the universal sci-
ence of nature, have been construed as evidence for the'bankruptcy" of
classical physics, for the necessity of introducing 'organismic" categories
of explanation in the study of all natural phenomena, and for a variety
of sweeping doctrines concerning levels of being, emergence, and creative
novelty.

We shall not examine the detailed arguments that culminate in theso
and similar contentions. However, one broad comment is relevant to
most of the claims. As has been repeatedly noted in previous chapters,
expressions associated with certain established habits or rules of usage
in one context of inquiry are frequently adopted in the exploration of
fresh ffelds of study because of assumed analogies between the several
domains. Nevertheless, its users do not always note tha! when the range
of application of a given expression is thus extended, the expression often
undergoes a critical change in its established meaning. Serious misunder-
standings and spurious problems are then bound to be generated unless
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care is taken to understand the expression in the sense relevant to, and
required by, the special context in which the expression has acquired a
fresh use. Such alterations are particularly prone to occur when one the-
ory is explained by, or reduced to, another theory; and the shifts in the
meanings of familiar expressions that often result as a consequence of the
reduction are not always accompanied by a clear awareness of the log-
ical and experimental conditions under which the reduction has been
effected. fn consequence, both successful and unsuccessful attempts at
reduction have been occasions for comprehensive philosophical reinter.
pretations of the import and nature of physical science, such as those
cited in the preceding paragraph. These interpretations are in the main
highly dubious because they are commonly undertaken with little ap-
preciation for the conditions that must be fulfflled if a successful reduc-
tion is to be achieved. It is therefore of some importance to state with
care what these conditions are, both for the light that the discussion of
those conditions throws on the structure of scientiffc explanation and
for the help which the discussion can provide toward an adequate ap-
praisal of a number of widely held philosophies of science. An examina-
Hon of the conditions for reduction and of their bearing on some moot
issues in the philosophy of science is the central task of the present
chapter.

I. The Reil,uction of Thermoilgnaruics to Statistical Mechanlcs

Reduction, in the sense in which the word is here employed, is the ex.
planation of a theory or a set of experimental laws established in one
area of inquiry, by a theory usually though not invariably formulated
for some other domain. For the sake of brevity, we shall call the set of
theories or experimental laws that is reduced to another theory the'sec-
ondary science,'and the theory to which the reduction is effected or
proposed the *primary 

science." However, many cases of reduction seem
to be normal steps in the progressive expansion of a scientiffc theory and
rarely generate serious perplexities or misunderstandings. It v/ill there-
fore be convenient to distinguish, with the help of some examples, be-
tween the two types of reduction, the ffrst of which is eommonly re-
garded as being quite unproblematic and which we shall ignore in con-
sequence, while the second is often felt to be a source of intellectual
discomfort

l. A theory may be formulated initially for a type of phenomenon
exhibited by a somewhat restricted class of bodies, though subsequently
the theory may be extended to cover that phenomenon even when mani-
fested by a more incltrsive class of things. For examplg the theory of
mechanics was ffrst developed for the motions of point.masses (i,e., for
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the motions of bodies whose dimensions are negligibly small when com-
pared with the distances between the bodies) and was eventually ex-
tended to the motions of rigid as well as deformable bodies. In such
cases, if Iaws have already been established within the more inclusive
domain (perhaps on a pulely experimental basis, and before the devel-
opment of the theory), these laws are then reduced to the theory. How-
ever, in tf:.ese cases there is a marked qualitative similarity between the
phenomena occurring in the initial and the enlarged provinces of the
theory. Lhus, the motions of point-masses are quite like those of rigid
bodies, since the motions in both cases involve .only ehanges in spatial
position, even though rigid bodies can exhibit a form of motion (rota-
tion) that point-masses do not. Such reductions usually raise no serious
questions as to what has been efiected by them.

Analogously, the range of application of a macroscopic theory may be
extended from one domain to another homogeneous with it in the fea-
tures under study, so that substantially the same concepts are employed
in formulating the laws in both domains. For example, Galileot foo
Nea Sciences was a contribution to the physics of free-falling terrestrial
bodies, a discipline which in his day was considered to be distinct from
the science of celestial motions. Galileo's laws were eventually absorbed
into Newtonian mechanics and gtavitational theory, whieh was formu-
lated to cover both terrestrial and celestial motions. Although the two
classes of motions are clearly distinct, no concepts are required for do.
scribing motions in one area that are not also employed in the other.
Accordingly, the reduction of the laws of terrestrial and celestial mo-
tions to a single set of theoretical principles has for its outcome simply
the incolporation of two classes of qualitatively similar phenomena into
a more inclusive class whose members are likewise qualitatively homo-
geneous. Because of this circumstance, the reduction again generates
no special logical puzzles, although it did in point of fact produce a
revolution in ment outlook upon the world.

In reductions of the sort so far mentioned, the laws of the secondary
science employ no descriptive terms that are not also used with approxi-
mately the same meanings in the primary science. Reductions of this
type can therefore be regarded as establishing deductive relations be-
tween two sets of statements that employ a homogeneous vocabulary.
Since such 'homogeneous" reductions are commonly accepted as phases
in the normal development of a science and give rise to few misconcep.
tions as to what a scientiffc theory achieves, we shall pay no further at-
tention to them.

2. The situation is usually different in the case of a second type of
reducUon. Difficulties are frequently experienced in comprehending the
import of a reduction as a consequence of which. a set of distinctive
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traits of some subject matter is assimilated to what is patently a set of
quite dissimilar traits. In such cases, the distinctive traits that are the
subject matter of the secondary science fall into the province of a theory
that may have been initially designed for handling qualitatively differ-
ent materials and that does not even include some of the characteristic
descriptive terms of the secondary science in its own set of basic thee'
retical distinctions. The trlrimary scienee thus seems to wipe out familiar
distinctions as spurious, and appears to maintain that what are pri,mo

facie indisputably difierent traits of things are really identical. The acute
sense of mystiffcation that is thereby engendered is especially frequent
when the secondary science deals with macroscopic phenomenq whfle
the primary science postulates a microscopic constitution for those mac-
roscopic processes. An example will show the sort of puzzle that is gen-
erated.

Most adults in our society lnow how to measure temperatures with an
ordinary mercury thermometer. If provided with such an instrument
they know how to determine with reasonable accuracy the temperature
of various bodies; and, in terms of operations that are performed with
the instrument they understand what is meant by such statements as
that the temperature of a glass of milk is 10" C. A good fraction of these
adults would doubtless be unable to explicate the meaning of the word
'temperaturd to the satisfaction of someone schooled in thermodynam-
ics; and these same adults would probably also be unable to state ex-
plicitly the tacit rules governing their usL of the word. Nevertheless,
most adults do know how to use tfre word, even if only within certain.
limited contexts.

Let us now assume that some person has come to understand what is
meant by temperature' exclusively in terms of manipulating a mercury
thermometer. If that individual were told that there is a substance which
melts at a temperature of fffteen thousand degrees, he would probably
be at a Ioss to make sense of this statemen! and he might even claim
that what has been told him is quite meaningless. In support of this
claim he might maintain that, since a temperature can be assigned to
bodies only on the basii of employing a mercury thermometer, and since
such thermometers are vaporized when brought into the proximity of
bodies whose temperatures (as speciffed by a mercury thermometer)
are a little above 350o C, the phrase 'temperature of fffteen thousand
degrees" has no deffned sense and is therefore meaningless. However, his
puzzlement over the information given him would be quickly removed
by a Iittle study of elementary physics. For he would then discover that
the word temperature'is associated in physics with a more embracing
set of rules of usage than the rules that eontrolled his own use of the
word. In particular, he would Iearn that Iaboratory scientists employ the
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word to refer to a certain state of physical bodieg and that variatlons ln
this stato aro often manifested ln other ways than by the volume expan-
sion of mercury-for examplg in changes in tho electrical resistance of a
body, or in the generation of electrical currents under specifted condi-
tions. Accordingly, once the laws are explained that formulate the rela-
tions between the behaviors of instruments such as thermocouples, which
are sometimes used to record changes in tho physical state of bodies
called their temperature,' the person understands how the word can bo
meaningfully employed in situations other than those in which a mer-
cury thermometer can be used. The enlargement of the word's range of
Application then appears no more pvzling or mysterious than does tho
extension of the word 'lengtl5' from its primitive meaning as ffxed by
using the human foot for determining lengths, to contexts in which a
standard metal bar replaces the human organism as a measuring in-
strumenL

Suppose, however, that the layman for whom otemperature' thus ac-
quires a more generalized meaning now pursues his study of physics into
the kinetic theory of gases. Here he discovers that the temperature of a
gas is the mean kinetic energy of the molecules which by hypothesis
constifute the gas. This new information may then generate a fresh per-
plexity, and indeed in an acute form. On the one hand, the layman has
not forgotten his earlier lesson, according to rvhich the temperature of
a body is speciffed in terms of various overtly performed instrumental
operations. But on the other hand, he is also assured by some authorities
he now eonsults that the individual molecules of a gas cannot be said
to possess a temperature, and that the meaning of the word is identical
ty deffnition" with the meaning of "the mean kinetic energy of mole-
cules.'1 Confronted by such apparently conflicting ideas, he may ther+
fore ffnd a host of typically'philorophi"al'questions both relevant and
inescapable.

If the meaning of 'temperature' is indeed the same as that of the
mean kinetic energy of molecules,'what is the plain man in the street
talking about when he says that milk has a temperature of r0o cP Most
consumers of milk who might make such statements are surely not assert-
ing anything about the energies of molecules; for even though they un-
derstand and know how to use such statements, they are generally un-
instructed in physics, and know nothing about the molecular,composi-
tion of milk. Accordingly, when the man in the street learns about mole-
eules in milk, he may come to believe that he is confronted with a seri-
ous issue as to what is genuine *reality" and what is only 'appearance.'
He may then perhaps be persuaded by a traditional philosophical argu-

r Cf. Bemhard Bavink, The Atwtom.g of Scierwe, London, 1g32, p. gg.
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ment that the familiar distinctions betweeu hot and cold (indeed, even
the distinctions between various temperatures of bodies as speciffed in
terms of instrumental operations), refer to matters that are 'subjer:tive"
manifestations of an underlying but mysterious physical reality, a reality
which cannot properly be said to possess temperatures in the common-
sense meaning of the word. Or he may accept the view, supported by a
different mode of reasoning, that it is temperature as deffned by pro-
cedures involving the use of thermometers and other such instruments
which is the genuine reality, and that the molecular energies in terms
of which the kinetic theory of matter 'deffnes" temperature are just a
ffction. Alternatively, if the layman adopts a somewhat more sophisti-
cated line of thoughg he may perhaps come to regard temperature as an
'emergent' trait, manifested at certain "higher levelso of the orgariza-
tion of nature but not at tle'lower levels" of physical reality; and he
may then question whether the kinetic theory, which ostensibly is con-
cerned only with those lower levels, does after all "really explain' the
occurrence of emergent traits such as temperature.

Perplexities of this sort are frequently generated by redlctions of the
type of which the above example is an instance. In such reductions, the
subject matter of the primary science appears to be qualitatively discon-
tinuous with the materials studied by the secondary science. Put some.
what more precisely, in reductions of this type the secondary science
employs in its formulations of laws and theories a number of distinctive
descriptive predicates that are not included in the basic theoretical terms
or in the associated rules of correspondence of the primary science. Re-
ductions of the ffrst or'homogeneous" type can be regarded as a special
case of reductions of the second or'heterogeneous' type. But it is with
reductions of the second type that we shall be concerned in what follows.

8. To ffx our ideas, let us consider a deffnite example of a reduction
of this variety. The incorporation of thermodynamics within mechanics-
more exactly, within staiistical mechanics and the kinetic theory of mat-
ter-is a classic and generally familiar instance of such a reduction. We
shall therefore outline one small fragment of the argument by which the
reduction is efiected, on the assumption that this part of the argument is
sufficiently representative of reductions of this type to serye as a basis
for a generalized discussion of the logic of reduction in theoretical
science.

Let us ffrst briefy recall some historical facts. The study of thermal
phenomena goes back in modern times to Galileo and his circle. During
the subsequent three centuries a large number of laws were established
dealing with special phases of the thermal behavior of bodies; and it was
eventually shown with the help of a small number of general principles
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that these laws have certain systematic interrelations. Thermodynamies,
as this science came to be called, uses concepts, distinctions, and gen-
eral laws that are also employed in mechanics; for example, it makes free
use of the notions of volurne, weight, and pressure and of laws such as
Hooke's law and the laws of the lever. In addition, however, thermo-
dynamics employs a number of distinctive notions such as temperature,
heat, and entropy, as well as general assumptions that are not corol-
laries to the fundamental principles of mechanics. Accordingly, though
many laws of mechanics are constantly used in the explorations and ex-
planations of thermal phenomena, thermodynamies was regarded for a
long time as a special discipline, plainly distinguishable from mechanics
and not simply a chapter in the latter. Indeed, thermodynamics is still
usually expounded as a relatively autonomous physical theory; and its
concepts, principles, and laws can be understood and verifted without
introducing any reference to some postulated microscopic structure of
thermal systems and without assuming that thermodynamics can be re-
duced to some other theory such as mechanics. However, experimental
work early in the nineteenth century on the mechanical equivalent of
heat stimulated theoretical inquiry to ffnd a more intimate connection
between thermal and mechanical phenomena than the customary formu-
lation of thermal laws seems to assert. Bernoullit earlier attempts in
this direction were revived, and Maxwell and Boltzmann were able to
give a more satisfactory derivation of the Boyle-Charles' Iaw from as-
sumptions, statable in terms of the fundamental notions of mechanics,
concerning the molecular constitution of ideal gases. Other thermal laws
were similarly derived; and Boltzmann was able to interpret the entropy
principle-perhaps the most charactelistic assumption of thermodynam-
ies and one which appears to differentiate the latter from mechanics
most deffnitely-as an expression of the statistical regularity that charac-
terizes the aggregate mechanical behavior of molecules. In consequence,
thermodynamics was held to have lost its autonomy with respect to
mechanics, and to have beerr reduced to the latter branch of physics.

Just how is this reduction effectedP By what reasoning is it apparently
possible to derive statements containing such terms as temperafure,'
hea!'and'entropy'from a set of theoretical assumptions in which those
terms do not appear? It is not possible to exhibit the complete argument
without reproducing a treatise on the subject. Let us therefore ffx our
attention on but a small part of the complicated analysis, the derivation
of the Boyle-Charles' law for ideal gases from the assumptions of the
kinetic theory of matter.

If we suppress most of the details that do not contr:ibute to the clari-
ffcation of the main issue, a simpliffed form of the derivation is in out-
line as follows. Suppose that an ideal gas occupies a container whose
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volume is V. The gas is assumed to be composed of a large number of
perfectly elastic spherical molecules possessing equal masses and vol-
umes but with dimensions that are negligible when compared with ths
average distances between them. The molecules are further assumed to
be in constant relative motions, subject only to forces of impact between
themselves and the perfectly elastic walls of the container. Thus tho
molecules within their container constitute by postulation an isolated or
conservative system, and the molecular motions are analyzable in terms
of the principles of Newtonian mechanics. The problem now is to calcu-
late the relation of other features of their motion to the pressure (or
force per unit area) exerted by the molecules on the walls of the con-
tainer because of their constant bombardments

However, since the instantaneous coordinates of state of the individual
molecules are not actually ascertainable, the usual mathematical pro-
cedures of classical mechanics cannot be applied. In order to make
headway, a further assumption must be introduced-a statistical one
eoncerning the positions and momenta of the molecules. This statistical
assumption takes the following formr Let the volume V of the gas be
subdivided into a very large number of smaller volumes, whose dimen.
sions are equal among themselves and yet largo when compared with
the diameters of the moleeules; and also divide the maximum range of
the velocities that the molecules may possess into a large number of equal
intervals. Now associate with each small volume all possible velocity-
intervals, and call each complex obtained by associating a volume with
a velocity-interval a "phase-cell." The statistical assumption then is that
the probability of a molecule's occupying an assigned phase-cell is the
same for all molecules and is equal to the probability of a molecule's
occupying any other phase-cell, and that (subiect to certain qualiffca-
tions involving among other things the total energy of the system) the
probability that one molecule occupies a phase-cell is independent of
the occupation of that call by any other molecule.

If in addition to these various assumptions it is stipulated that the
pressure p exerted at any instant by the molecules on the walls of the
container is the average of the.instantaneous momenta transferred from
the molecules to the walls, it is possible to deduce that the pressure p
is related in a very deffnite way to the mean kinetic energy E of the
molecules, and that in fact p =28/8V, or pV = 2E/8. But a comparison
of this equation with the Boyle-Charles' Iaw (according to which pV =
ft?, where ft is a constant for a given mass of gas, and T its absolute
temperature) suggests that the law could be deduced from the assump
tions mentioned il the temperature were in some way related to tho
mean kinetic energy of the molecular motions. Let us therefore introduce
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the postulate that 2E/3 = IcI, that is, that the absolute temperature of
an ideal gas is proportional to the mean kinetic energy of the molecules

assumed to constitute it, Just rvhat the character of this postulate is we
shall for the moment not inquire. But our final result is that the Boyle-

Charles'law is a logical consequence of the principles of mechanics, when

these are supplemented by a hypothesis about the molecular constitu'
tion of a gas, a statistical assumption concerning the motions of the
molecules, and a postulate connecting the (experimental) notion of tem-
perature with the mean kinetic energy of the molecules.z

III. Formal Condi,ti,ons for Redurtion

Although the derivation of the Boyle-Charled law from the kinetic
theory of gases has only been sketched, the outline can nevertheless

serve as a basis for stating the general conditions that must be satisffed

if one science is to be reduced to another. It is convenient to divide the
discussion into two parts, the first dealing with matters that are pri-
marily of a formal natute, the second with questions of a factual or em-

pirical character. We consider the formal matters ffrst.

1. It is an obvious requirement that the axioms, special hypotheses,

and experimental laws of the sciences involved in a reduction must be
available as explicitly formulated statements, whose various constituent
terms have meanings unambiguously ffxed by codiffed rules of usage or
by established procedures appropriate to each discipline. To the extent
that this elementary requirement is not satisffed, it is hardly possible to
decide with assurance whether one science (or branch of science) has

in fact been reduced to another. It must be acknowledged, moreover,
that in few if any of the various scientiffc disciplines in active develop-
ment is this requirement of maximum explicitness fully realized, since in
the normal practice of science it is rarely necessary to spell out in detail
all the assumptions that may be involved in attacking a concrete prob-
lem. This requirement of explicitness is thus an ideal demand, rather than
a description of the actual state of affairs that obtains at a given time.
Nevertheless, the statements within each specialized discipline can be
classiffed into distinct groups, based on the logical roles of the state-
ments in the disaipline. The following schematic catalogue of such groups

of statements is not intended to be exhaustive, but to list the more im-
portant types of statements that are relevant to the present discussion.

z For a detailed exposition of the ileduction, see, for example, ]ames Rice, fnfro-
d.uction to Statistical Mechanics, New York, 1980, Chap. 4, or l. H, Jeans, Tlw
Dgnamical Theory of Gases, Cambridge, England, 1925, Chap. 6.
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a. In the highly developed science S (such as mechanics, electrody-
namics, or thermodynamics ) there is a class T of statements consisting
of the fundamental theoretical postulates of the discipline. These postu-
lates appear as premises (or partial premises) in all deductions within
S. They are uot derived from other assumptions in a given codiffcation
of the science, although in an alternative exposition of S a difierent set
of logically primitive statements may be employed. Since ? is adopted
in order to account for, and to direct further inqtriry into, experimental
laws and observable events, there will also be a class R of coordinating
deffnitions (or rules of correspondence) for a sufficient number of theo-
retical notions occurring in ? or in statements formally derivable from
those in T. Moreover, T will presumably satisfy the usual requirements
for an adequate scientiffc theory. In particular, T will be capable of ex-
plaining systematically a large class of experimental laws belonging to
S; it will not contain any assumptions whose inclusion does not signiff-
cantly augment the explanatory power of T but seryes merely to ac-
count for perhaps only one or two experimental laws; it will be 'com-
pendent" (in the sense that any pair of postulates in f will have at
Ieast one theoretical term in common); and the postulates in ? will be
nimple" and not too numerous. As noted in Chapter 6, it is sometimes
convenient to use the assumptions I not as premises bnrt as leading prin-
ciples or as methodological rules of analysis. However, the issues that
arise from stressing the role of theories as guiding principles rather than
as premises have already been discussed, and those issues are in any
case of no moment in the present context.

It is often possible to establish a hierarchy among the statements of T
in respect to their generality (in the sense of *generality" examined in
Chapter 8). When this can be done it is then useful to distinguish the
subclass ?r, containing the most general theoretical assumptions in T,
from the remaining subclass Tz, of more specialized ones. The most gen-
eral postulates Ir normally have a scope of application that is more in-
clusive than the scope of the theory ? taken as a whole. Accordingly, the
postulates ?1 are comprehensive postulates of which T is but a special
case, while the assumptions Tz are hypotheses concerning some special
tgpe of. physical systems. For example, the most general theoretical as-
sumptions in the kinetic theory of gases are the Newtonian axioms of mo-
tion, so that they belong to Tr; and their scope is clearly more embrac-
ing than is the scope of the kinetic theory. On the other hand, the postu-
Iate that every gas is a system of perfectly elastic molecules whose di-
mensions are negli$ble, or the postulate that all the molecules have the
same probability of occupying a given phase-cell, are less general than
the Newtonian axioms, and belong to T2. The assumptions Ta can thus
be regarded as variable supplements to those ia Tr, for they can be
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varied without altering the content of those in ?1, since the latter are
applied to different types of systems. For example, the Newtonian ax-
ioms are supplemented by distinctive assumptions eoncerning the molee.
ular structures of gases, liquids, and solids, when these axioms are used
in theories about the properties of difierent states of aggregation of
matter. Again, although the kinetic theory of gases retains the funda.
mental assumptions of Newtonian mechanics when it deals with various
types of gases, the theory does not always postulate that gas molecules
have negligible dimensions; moreover, the forces assumed by the theory
to be acting between the molecules depend on whether or not the gas

is far removed from its point of liquefaction.
Although it may not always be possible to distinguish sharply between

the more general posfulates T1 of a theory and the less general variable
supplements to them, some such distinction is commonly recognized.
lfhus, despite the fact that the primary science to which thermodynamics
has been reduced contains other postulates than those of classical me-
chanics, thermodynamics is often said (even if only loosely) to be re.
ducible to mechanics, presumably because the Newtonian axioms of
motion are the most general assumptions of the kinetic theory of gases,

so that they formulate the basic framework of ideas within which the
special conclusions of the theory are embedded. Moreover, were the
kinetic theory of gases able to account for some of the experimental laws
of thermodynamics only by modifying one or more of its Iess general
assumptions ?2, it is unl&ely that anyone would therefore dispute the
reducibility of thermodynamics to mechanics, provided that the prin-
ciples of mechanics are retained as the most general explanatory premises
of the revised theory.

b. A science S possessing a fundamental theory f will also have a
class of theorems that are logical consequences of ?. Some of the theo-
rems will be formally derivable exclusively from T (indeed, often from
the most general postulates T1) without any help from the correspond-
ence rules R, while others can be obtained only by using R as well. For
example, a familiar theorem of the ffrst kind in planetary theory is that,
if a point-mass is moving under the action of a single central force, its
orbit is a conic section; a theorem of the second kind is that, if a planet
is moving under the action of the sun's gravitational fo.,'ce alone, its areal
velocity is constant.

But whether or not S has a comprehensive theory, it will in general
contain a class L of experimental laws that are conventionally regarded
as falling into the special province of S. Thus, the various Iaws dealing
with the reflection, refraction, and diffraction of light constitute part of
the experimental content of the science of optics. Although at any given
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stage of development of S tle class of its experimental laws L is in
principle unambiguously determinable, this class is frequently augmented
(and sometimes even diminished) with the progress of inquiry. Nor is
there a permanently ffxed demarcation between the experimental laws
L that are grouped together as belonging to one branch of science S

and the laws that are considered to fall into a difierent branch. Thus,
it was uot always understood that electrical and magnetic phenomena
are intimately related; and in older books on physics, though not in most
of the recent ones, experimental laws about prhnn facie drfrerent phe-
nomena are classiffed as belonging to distinct departments of experi-
mental inquiry. Indeed, the limits assumed for the domain of a given
sciencg and the rationale operative in classifying experimental laws
under different scientiffc disciplines, are often based on the explanatory
scope of currently held theories.

c. Every positive science contains a large elass of singular statements
that either formulate the outcome of observations on the subiect matter
regarded as the province of the science or describe the overt procedures
instituted in conducting some actual inquiry within that diseipline. We
shall call such singular statements "observation statements," but with
the understanding that in using this label we are not committed to any
special psychological or philosophical theory as to what are the *real"

data of observation. In particular, observation statements are not to be
identiffed with statements about'tense data" sometimes alleged to be
exclusive objects of 'direct experience." Thus, 'There was a total ecllpse
of the sun at Sabral in North Brazil on May 29, 1919,' and 'The switch
was turned on yesterday in my office when the temperature of the room
dropped to 50o F,' both count as observation statements in the present
use of this designation. Observation statements may on occasion formu-
Iate initial and boundary eonditions for a theory or law; they may also
be employed to conffrm or refute theories and laws.

d. Many observation statements of a given science S describe the ar-
rangement and behavior of apparatus required. for conducting eryEi.
ments in S or for testing various assumptions adopted in S. AccorilingtT,
the assertion of such observation statements may tacitly involve the --
of laws concerning characteristics of difierent sorts of insEumenb; c
of these laws may not fall into the generally acknowledged province d
S and may not be explained by any theory of S. For examplg pbo
graphic equipment attached to telescopes is commonly employed in te*-
ing Newtonian gravitational theory, so that the construction of d
apparatus, as well as the interpretation of data obtained with its HF,
takes for.granted theories and experimental laws both of opti,cs d
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chemistry, Elowever, the general assumptions thus taken for grantetl do

not belong to the science of mechanics; and Newtonian gtavitational
theory does not pretend to explain or to warrant optical and chemical
laws. When cameras and telescopes are used in inquiries into mechanical
phenomena, distinctions and laws are therefore 'borrowed" from other
special disciplines. We shall refer to such lawg which are tned in a sci-
ence S but are not established or explained within S itself, as "borrowed
laws" of S.

Most sciences will also contain statements that are certiffable as logi-
cally true, such as those of logic and mathematiqs. Even if we ignore
these, we have identiffed four major classes of statements that may occur
in a science S, whether or not any degree of autonomy is claimed for it
relative to other special disciplines: (a) the theoretical postulates of S,

the theorems derivable from them, and the coordinating deffnitions as-

sociated with theoretical notions in the postulates or theorems; (b) the
experimental laws of S; (c) the observation statements of S; and (d)
the borrowed laws of S.

2, We cpme to the second formal point Every statement of a science
S can be analyzed as a linguistic structure, compounded out of more
elementary expressions in accordance with tacit or explicit rules of con-
shuction. It will be assumed that though these elementary expressions
may be vague in varying degrees, they are employed unambiguously in
S, \,yith meanings ffxed either by habitual usage or explicitly formulated
rules. Some of the expressions will be locutions of formal logiq arith-
metig and other branches of mathematical analysis, We shall, however,
be primarily concerned with the so-called 'descriptive expressions," sig-
nifying what are generally regarded as -empirical" objects, traits, rela.
tions, or processes, rather than purely formal or logical entities. Although
there are dificulties in developing a precise distinction between Iogical
and descriptive expressions, these difficulties do not impinge upon the
present discussion. Let us in any case consider the class D of descriptivo
expressions in S that do not occur in borrowed laws of S,

Many of the descriptive expressions of a science are simply taken over
from the language of ordinary affairs, and retain their everyday mean-
ings. This is frequently true for expressions occurring in observation
statements, since a large fraction of the overt procedures employed even
in carefully devised Iaboratory experiments can be described in the lan-
guage of gross experience. On the other hand, other descriptive expres-
sions may be speciffc to a given science; they may have a use restricted
to higtrly specialized technical contexts; and the meanings assigned to
them in that science may even preclude their being employed to de-
scribe matters identifiable either by direct or indirect observation. De,
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scriptive expressions of this latter sort occur typically in the theoretical
assumptions of a science.

It is often possible to explicate the meaning of an expression in D
with the aid of other expressions in D supplemented by logical ones.
Such explication$ can sometimes be supplied in the form of conventional
erpli,cit deffnitions, though usually more complicated techniques for
ffxing the meanings of terms are required. But whatever formal tech-
niques of explication may be used, let us call the set of expressions in
D which, with the help of purely logical locutions, suffice to explicate
the meanings of all other expressions in D, the "primitive expressions"
of S. There will always be at least one set P of primitive expressionq
since, in the least favorable cases, when no descriptive expression can
be explicated in terms of others, the set P will be identical with the
class D. On the other hand, there may be more than one such set P,
for, as is well known, expressions that are primitive in one context of
analysis may lose their primitive status in another context; but this pos-
sibility does not afiect the present discussion.

However, if S has a comprehensive theory as well as observation state-
ments and experimental laws, the explication of an expression may pro-
ceed in either one of two clirections that must be noted, since in general
each direction invoh'es the use of a distinctive set of primitives.

a, Let us designate as'observation expressionso those expressions in
D that refer to things, properties, relations, and processes capable of
being observed. The distinction between observation expressions and
other descriptive ones is admittedly vague, especially since difrerent
degrees of stringency may be used in different cpntexts in deciding what
matters are to count as observable ones. But, despite its vagueness, the
distinction is useful and is unavoidable in both scientific inquiry and
everyday practice. In any even! many explications aim at specifying the
meanings of descriptive expressions in terms of observable ones. The
proglam (advocated by Peirce and Bridgman among others) of ffxing
the meanings of terms by giving what are currently known as oopera-

tional deffnitions" for the"m appears to have explications of this sort for
its objective. Let us call the set P1 of observation expressions needed for
expUcating in this manner the maximum number of expressions in D, the
*observation primitives" of S. For example, the meaning of temperature'
is frequently explained in physics in terms of the volume expansions of
Iiquids and gases or in terms of other observable behaviors of bodies;
in such cases the explication of 'temperaturd is given by way of ob-
servable primitives.

b. Let us suppose that S has a theory capable of explaining all the
experimental laws of the science; and let us designate as the'theoretical
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expressions" of S the descriptive expressions employed in thd theoretical
postulates (exclusive of the coordinating deffnitions) and the theorems
formally derivable from them. Many explications aim at specifying the
meanings of expressions by way of theoretical ones; and we shall call
the set P2 of theoretical expressions needed for explicating in this way
the maximum number of expressions in D, the 'theoretical primitives"
of S. For example, the meaning of temperature' is given a theoretical
explication in the science of heat with the help of statements describing
the Carnot cycle of heat transformations, and therefore in terms of such
theoretieal primitives as'perfect nonconductors,' inffnite heat reservoirs,'
and inffnitely slow volume expansions.'

As rve have seen in Chapter 6, the question whether theoretical expres-
sions are explicitly deftnable in terms of observable ones has been much
debated. If theoretical expressions were always so deffnable, they could
be eliminated in favor of observable ones, so that the distinction would
have,little point. However, although a negative answer to the question
has not been demonstrably established, all the available evidence sup-
ports that answer. Indeed, there are good reasons for maintaining the
stronger claim that theoretical expressions cannot in general be ade-
quately explicated with the help of observation ones along even when
forms of explication other than explicit deffnitions are employed. It is
not necessary to adopt a position on these questions for the puqposes of
the present discussion. We must nevertheless not assume as a matter of
course that the set of observation primitives P1 is sufficient to explicate
all the descriptive expressions D; and we must allow for the possibility
that the class P of primitive expressions of s does not in general coincide
with the class P1. Accordingln although temperature' is explicated in
the science of heat both in terms of theoretical and of observation primi-
tives, it does not follow that the word understood in the sense of the
ffrst explication is synonymous with 'temperature' construed in the sense
of the second.

8. We can now turn to the third formal consideration on reduction.
The primary and secondary sciences involved in a reduction generally
have in common a large number of expressions (including staiements)
that are associated with the same meanings in both sciences. statements
certiffable in formal logic and mathematics are obvious illustrations of
such common expressions, but there usually are many other descriptive
ones as well. For example, many laws belonging to the science of me-
chanics, such as Hooket law or the laws of the lever, also appear in
the science of hea! if only as borrowed laws; and the latter science em-
ploys in its own experimental laws such expressions as 'volumer' 'pres-
sure,'and work'in senses that coincide with the meanings of these words
in mechanics. on the other hand, before its reduction the secondary sci-
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ence generally uses expressions and asserts experimental laws formulated
with their help which do not occur in the prinrary science, except pos-
sibly in the latter's classes of observation staternents and borrowcd laws.
For example, the scicnce of mcchanics in its classical form does not
count the Boyle-Charles' lalv as one of its experimental laws; nor does
the term 'temperature' occur in the theoretical assumptions of mechanics,
though the word may sometimes be employed in its experimental in-
quiries to describe the circumstances under which some law of the sci.
ence is being used.

It is, however, of utmost importance to note that expressions belong.
ing to a science possess meanings that are ffxed by its own procedures
of explication. In particular, expressions distinctive of a given science
(such as the word 'temperature' as employed in the science of heat)
are intelligible in terms of the rules or habits of usage of that branch
of inquiry; and when those expressions are used in that branch of study,
they rnust be understood in the senses associated with them in that
branch, whether or not the science has been reduced to some other
discipline. Sometimes, to be surg the meaning of an expression in a
science can be explicated with the help of the primitives (whether
theoretical or observational) of some other science. For example, there
are firm grounds for the assumption that the word 'pressure' as under-
stood in thermodynamics is synonymous with the term 'pressure'as ex-
plicated by way of the theoretical primitives of mechanics. It neverthe.
Iess does not follow that in general every expression employed in a given
science, in the sense speciffed by its own distinctive rules or procedures,
is explicable in terms of the primitives of some other discipline.

With these preliminaries out of the wan we must now state the formal
requirements that must be satisffed for the reduction of one sciefice to
another. As has already been indicated in this chapter, a reduction is
effected when the experimental laws of the secondary science (and if
it has an adequate theory, its theory as well) are shown to be the logical
consequences of the theoretical assumptions (inclusive of the coordinat.
ing deffnitions) of the primary science. It should be observed that we
are not stipulating that the borrowed laws of the secondary science must
also be derivable from the theory of the primary science. However, if
the laws of the secondary science contain terms that do not occur in
the theoretical assumptions of the primary discipliue (and this is the
type of reduction to which we agreed earlier to conffne the discussion),
the logical derivation of the former from the latter is prima facie im-
possible. The claim that the derivation is impossible is based on the
familiar logical canon tha! save for some essentially irrelevant excep-
tions, no term can appear in the conclusion of a formal demonstration
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unless the term also appears ln the premlses.a Accordtngly, when the
Iaws of the secondary scienco do contain somo term 'A' that lo absont
from the thooretical assumptions of the prlmary scienco, there aro two
necessary formal conditions for tho reduction of the formof to the latterr
(1) Assumptions of some kind must be introduced which postulate sult

0 Possible objections to thle loglcal caaon are based for the most part oa tte
fact that, lu .vlow of eome theorenrs ln modem formal logic, a valid deducttve ar.
gurnent can have a concluslon coutalnlng tenns not occurilng ln tho premises.

There aro at least two laws i:n the sententlal calculus (ot logic uf unanalyzed
propositions ) that permit tho deductlon of such ccrhcluslons. According to ono of thenr,
ony statement of tho lorm 'If Sr, then I' or Sr,' where Sr and Si aro 6ny statemetrts,
is lugically true, Bo that Sr or Sr ls derlvable from $r. But rince Sr ern be chosen
arbitrarily, Sr or 8r can be made to contaln terms not occuring ln 8r. According to
a second logical .law, any.statement of the form'Sr, If and only If S, and (Si or
not-Sr)'ls logically truo; hence'8. and (Sr or aot-Sr)' ls derlvable ftorl 8r, with
the-same general outcomo as ln the ffrst case. However, lt ls ciear that neither type
of deductive step can yield the Boyle.Charles'law from the kinetic theory of gai6s.

.If it.could (for example, by way of substituting t}ls law for Sr in tho Srst of the
two logical laws mentioned), t]:en, slnce Sr ts entirely arbitrary, the deduction would
also yield tho contradictory of tlrts law; and ttrls caonot happen, unless tho kioetic
theory itself^Is self-contradtctory. ThIs argument Is qulte general and applies to
other examples of reduction. Accordiagly, Insofat as ieductions make use only of
the logical laws of the sentential ealculus in deduc{ng statements of tfie oecordary
science,from the theory of the prlmary sciencg It is suficient to meet the objection
to-thological canon mentloned ln tho text by emeoding tho lattet to read: In a
valid deduction no term appears ln the conclusion that does not occur ln the
prgmlses, unless a term enterc lnto the concluslon vla lo$cal laws of tho seatenHal
calculus, which permit the tntloduction of any arbttrury term lnto the concluslon.
- However, thero are other logtcal.laws, developed ln other parts of formal logtc,

that also sanction conclusions wtth terms aot-ln the premises. Substitution lor
variables elrpresslng universatty ls a famlliar type of such hferenco, For examplo,
although the premlse "For any r, if * is a planit then r shines by refected light';
does not contain the term 'Marsr' the statemert "If Mars ls a pianet, then Mars
shines by reflected ltght" can be validly deduced from it, Anothei Wps of such ln-
ference ts illustrated by the dertvatlon from "All men are mortal" of the concluslon
"All hungry men are hungry mortals." Nevertheless, an exanrinatioa of the derlvation
of the Boyle-Charles' Iaw reveals that the term 'temperature,' contained ln thls
law but not ln the klnetlc theory, Is not lntroduced into the derivation by way
of any such universally valid deductlve steps; and an argument, analogous io thl
one presented in the preceding paragtaph of this note for the case of deductlons
in the sentential calculus, can be constructed to show that this must also be the
case ln the deduction of othor laws, contalnlng dlstinctlve terms, of a secondary
scienco that ls reducible to some primary one. Accordlngly, these varloue exceptions
to the logical canon of the text can bo tgno.ed as not rJlevant to tho matters irnder
discussion,

A difierent objectton to thts canon ls thag formal loglc aslde, wo often do recog-
nize arguments as valid-even though they ostensibly vlolato the canon. Thus, John ie
g cou-sin of Mary'Is said to follow from 'llhe uncle of lohn le the father of Mary,' and
'Smith's shirt ls colored' is said to follow from 'Smith's shlrt ls red,' despite tie fact
that a term appears -in each of the conclusions that is absent from the corresponding
premise. Horvever, these examples and others liko them are essentially enthyrnematii
lnferenc-es, Iotll a tacit assumption either in the form of an expliclt dednition or
som-e othe-r lcind of-a priori statement. when these suppresseil assumptions aro made
explicit, the examples no longer appear to be exceptions to the logical canoo rmder
examinatisn.
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able relations between whatever is signiffed by ,A, and traits represented
by theoretical terms already present'in ti,e pitm"ry *i"r.L. The nature
of such assumptions remains io be examinedi but #trrr"ipi"iudging the
outcome of further discussion, it will be convenient to refir io thision-
dition as the "condition of connectabirity.- (2) with th;"rp of these
additional assumptions, all the laws of tir" :L"o,r*oV ."l";d;rdi;
those-containing the term'A,'must be logically a"rmur" rio* tt" tr,ro-
retical premises and their associated coordinaiing deffnitions in the pri-
mary discipline. Let us call this the -condition oi a"riuutitiiyl.

There aqpear to be just three possibilities as to the nature lr th" link
ages,postula,".d by these additional assumptions: (l) The first is thatthe links are logical connections between establisiled meanings of ex-
pressions. The assumptions then assert 'A't-o be logically relaied (pre-
sumably by s-ynonymy_ or by some form of one-wiy 

"ri"ryu""r 
entail-

qent) to a theoretical expression ?'in the primary ;"d;r. on this
alternative, the meaning of 'A' as ffxed by thd rules L rr"ritr' of usage
of the secondary scienee must be expricabre in terms or tii"-Lltuurished
meanings of theoretical primitives in the primary discipline. (2) The
second possibility is that the linkages are conoentians, ciated,,by deuu-
erate ffat. The assumptions are then coordinating aeffnitions, which in,
stitute a corespondence between 'A' and a certaL theoreucai primitivg
or some construct formed out of the theoretical primitives, oi the pri-
mary science. on this arternative, unlike the preceding ong the mean-ing of 'A'is not being expricated or anaryzedin ter*s"oi th"-.euning,
of theoretical primitives. on the contrary, if A, is ". otour*iion fermof the_secondary science, the assumptions in this case ;iu*; experi-
mental signiffcance to a certain theoreticar expression oftrr" primary
science, consistent *Il o$q such_ assign*.ni, that may have been
previously_made. (s) th9 thirf possibirity is that the rinkagls ie factuator material. The assumptions then_are prrysicar hypotheses,"arr"rurg tt 

"tthe occurence of the state of affairsligniffed L;, 
" .u;i; iieoretical

expression ?'in the primary science is-a sufficilnt 1o, .r"""rsary andsuficient) condition for the state of afiairs designated t, .Ail; wil beevident that in this case independent evidenci *"rii" 
-priiciple 

be
r rhe condition of connectabirity. requires t\at theoretical term-s of the primary sct-ence appear in the stateme,t of these additional assumptions, tt *orli'rrot ,rmcu,for example, if these assumptions toi*"iot"J 

"" "-pri.itir"-"1 a "iy**"v 
"r ou-servauon prirnitives of the primary science, even if itr"-[""."i..i J.i*tir", 
"rutaalso be explicated bv wav i,r u"'ori".u;i"; ;;i;ru;;.-i;;"i'*"frT"i'it trrrr"byfollow that A' could be 

-expricated b;-;il;fiile theoretical primitives. Thus, ar-though 'uncle' and 'erandfairer' uru--"r"t 
-i"inJig 

r" t"r* ot'*"i"','ira .p.."rt,,
'uncle' is not definaEre in te-rms 

"t 
-t."raiJirll'_to 

"onr"qrence, 
the additionalassumption would aot contribute toward the furfrLnent;i=ti;;#fton of de-rivability.
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obtainable for the occurrence of each of the two states of affairs, so that
the expressions designating the two states must have identiffably dif.
ferent meanings. On this alternative, therefore, the meaning of 'A' is not
related analytically to the meaning of '8.' Accordingly, the additional
assumptions cannot be certified as true by logical analysis alone, and the
hypothesis they formulate must be supported by empirical evidence.6

In the light of this discussion, let us now examine the derivation of the
Boyle-Charles'law from the kinetic theory of gases. For the sake of sim-
plicity let us also assume that the word temperature' is the only term in
this law that does not occur in the postulates of that theory. However,
as already noted, the deduction of the law from the theory depends on
the additional postulate that the temperature of a gas is proportional
to the mean kinetic energy of its molecules. Our problem is to decide on
the status of this postulate and to determine which if any of the three
types of linkage we have been discussing is asserted by the postulate.

For reasons mentioned in the ffrst section of the present chapter, it
is safe to conclude that temperature,' in the sense the word is employed
in classical thermodynamics, is not synonymous with 'mean kinetic en-
ergy of molecules,' nor can its meaning be extracted from the meaning
of the Jatter expression. Certainly no standard exposition of the kinetic
theory of gases pretends to establish the postulate by analyzing the meao-
ings of the terms occurring in it. The linkage stipulated by the postulate
cannot therefore be plausibly regarded as a logical one.

But it is far more dificult to decide which of the remaining two types

6 It follows that the conilition of connectability is in general not sufficient for re-
duction and must be supplemented by the condition of derivability. Connectability
would indeed assure derivability if, as has been rightly argued by John G. Kemeny
and Paul Oppenheim ["On Reduction," Philosophical Studies, Vol. 7 (1956), p, 101,
for every temr 'A'in the secondary science but not in the primary one there is a theo-
retical term 'B' in the primary science such that A and B are linked by a biconditional:
A if and only if B. If the linkage has this form, 'A' cau be replaced by ?' in any
law L of the secondary science in which 'A' occurs, and so yield a warranted theo-
retical postulate L'. If L' is not itself derivable from the available theory of the
primary science, the theory need only be augmented by t' to become a modified
theory, but nonetheless a theory of the primary science. In any event, L will be
deducible from a theory of the primary science with the help of the biconditionals.
However, the linkage between A and B is not necessarily biconditional in form, and
may for example be only a one-way conditional: If B, then A, But in this eventuality
'A' is not replaceable by ?,' and hence the secondary science will not in general
be deducible from a theory of the primary discipline. Accordingly, even if we
waive the question whether a reduction is satisfactory when achieved by augment-
ing the theory of the primary science by a new postulate L' which ls empirically
confirmed but may contribute next to nothing to the explanatory power of the
initial theory, connectability does not in general suffice to assure derivability. On the
other hand, the condition of derivability is both necessary and suficient for re-
duction, since derivability obviously entails connectivity. The condition of connect-
ability is nevertheless stated separately, because of its importance in the analysis of
reduction.
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of linkage is asserted by the postulate, for there are plausible reasons
favoring each of these alternatives. The argument in support of the claim
that the postulate is simply a coordinating deffnition is essentially as

follows: The ldnetic theory of gases cannot be put to experimental test
unless rules of correspondence ffrst associate some of its theoretical no-
tions with experimental concepts. But the postulate itself cannot be sub-

iected to experimental control. For, although the temperature of a gas can
be determined by familiar Iaboratory procedures, there is apparently no
way of ascertaining the mean kinetic energy of the hypothetical gas mole'
cules-unless, indeed, the temperature is stipulated by fiat to be a measure
of this energy. Accordingly, the postulate can be nothing other than one of
the correspondence rules which institute an association between theoretical
and experimental concepts.6 On the other hand, the claim that the postulate
is a physical hypothesis is also not an unfounded one; and, indee4 it is in
this fashion that the postulate is introduced in many technical presenta.
Hons of the subject. The major reason advanced for this claim is that, al-
though the postulate.cannot be tested by direct measurements on the mean
kinetic energy of gas rnolecules, the value of this energy can nevertheless
be ascertained indirectly, by calculation from experimental data on gases

other than data obtained by measuring temperatures. In consequence, it
does seem possible to determine experimentally whether the temperature
of a Eas is proportional to the mean kinetic enersv of its molecules.

Despite appearances to the contrary, these alternative claims and sup-
porting reasons for them are not necessarily incompatible. Indeed, tho
alternatives illustrate what is by now a familiar point-that the cognitivo
status of an assumption often depends on the mode adopted for articu-
lating a theory in a particular context. The reduction of thermodynamics
to mechanics can undoubtedly be so expounded that the additional
postulates about the proportionality of temperature to the mean kinetic
energy of gas molecules institutes what is at ffrst the sole link between
the theoretical notions of the primary science and experimental concepts
of the secondary one. rn such a context of exposition, the postulate can-
not be subjected to experimental test but functions as a coordinating
deffnition. However, diserent modes of exposition are also possible, in
which eoordinating deffnitions are introduced for other pairs of theo-
retical and experimental concepts. For examplg ono theoretical notion
can be made to corrdspond to the experimental idea of viscosity, and
another can be associated with the experimental concept of heai fow.
In consequence, sinco the mean kinetic energy of gas molecules is re-
lated, by virtue of the assumptions of the kinetic 6ory, to these other

o Cf. Norman R. Campbell, Physics, the Elements, Cambridgg England, lg20
pp. 126ff.
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theoretical notions, a connection may thus be indirectly established be-
tween temperature and kinetic energy. Accordingly, in such a context
of exposition, it would make good sense to ask whether the temperature
of a gas is proportional to the value of the mean kinetic energy of the
gas molecules, where this value is calculated in some indirect fashion
from experimental data other than that obtained by measuring the tem-
perature of the gas. In this case the postulate would have the status of
a physical hypothesis.

It is therefore not possible to decide in general whether the postulate
is a coordinating deffnition or a factual assumption, except in some given
context in which the reduction of thermodynamics to mechanics is being
developed. This circumstance does not, however, wipe out the distinc-
tion between rules of corespondence and material hypotheses, nor does
it destroy the importance of the distinction. But in any event, the present
discussion does not require that a decision be made between these alter-
native interpretations of the postulate. The essential point in this dis-
cussion is that in the reduction of thermodynamics to mechanics a pos-
tulate conneeting temperature and mean kinetic energy of gas molecules
must be introduced, and that this postulate cannot be warranted by sim.
ply explicating the meanings of the expressions contained in it.

One objection to this central contention must be briefly considered.
The redeffnition of expressions with the development of inquiry, so the
objection notes, is a recurrent feature in this history of science. Accord-
ingly, though it must be admitted that in an earlier use the word tern-
perature'had a meaning specifted exclusively by the rules and procedures
of thermometry and classical thermodynamics, it is nou so used that
temperature is'identical by deffnition'with molecular energy. The de-
duction of the Boyle-Charles' law does not therefore require the intro-
duction of a further postulate, whether in the form of a coordinating
deffnition or a special empirical hytrlothesis, but simply makes use of
this deffnitional identity. This objection illustrates the unwitting double
talk into which it is so easy to fall. It is certainly possible to redeffne the
word temperature' so that it becomes synon)rnous with 'mean kinetic
energy of molecules.' But it is equally certain that on this redeffned
usage the word has a difierent meaning from the one associated with it
in the classical science of heat, and therefore a meaning difierent from
the one associated with the word in the statement of the Boyle-Charles'
Iaw. However, if thermodynamics is to be reduced to mechanics, it is
temperature in the sense of the term in the classical science of heat which
must be asserted to be proportional to the mean kinetic energy of gas
molecules. Accordingly, if the word temperature' is redeffned as sug-
gested by the objection, the hypothesis must be invoked that the state
of bodies described as temperature' (in the classical thermodynamical
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sense) is also characterized by temperature' in the redeffned sense of
the term. This hypothesis, however, will then be one that does not hold
as. a matter of deffnition, and will not be one for which logical necessity
can be rightly claimed. Unless the hypothesis is adopted, it is not the
Boyle-Charles'law which can be derived from the assumptions of the
kinetic theory of gases. What is derivable without the hypothesis is a
sentence similar in syntagtical structure to the standard formulation of
that law, but possessing a sense that is unmistakably difrerent from what
the law asserts.

III. Nonformal Conditions for Reduction

We must now furn to features of reduction that are not primarily for-
mal, though some of them have already been touched upon in passing.

1. The two formal conditions for reduction discussed in the previous
section do not st'ffice to distinguish trivial from noteworthy scientiffc
achievements. If the sole requirement for reduction were that the sec-
ondary science is logically deducible from arbitrarily chosen premises,
the requirement could be satisffed with relatively little dificulty. In the
history of signiffcant reductions, however, the premises of the primary
science are not a.il hoc assumptions. Accordingly, although it would be
a far too strong condition that the premises must be known to be true,
it does seem reasonable to impose as a nonformal requirement that the
theoretical assumptions of the primary science be supported by em-
pirical evidence possessing some degree of probative force. The prob-
Iems connected with the lo$c of weighing evidence are dificult and at
many crucial points still unsettled. However, the issues raised by these
problems are not exclusively relevant to the analysis of reduction; and,
except for some brief comments especially pertinent to the reduction of
thermodynamics to mechanics, we shall not at this place examine the
notion of adequate eVidential support

The evidence for the several assumptions of the kinetic theory of gases

comes from a variety of inquiries, only a fraction of which fall into the
domain of thermodynamics: Thus, the hypothesis of the molecular con-
stitution of matter was supported by quantitative relations exhibited in
chemical interactions even before thermodynamics was reduced to me-
chanics; and it was also conftrmed by a number of laws in molar physics
not primarily about thermal properties of bodies. The adoption of this
hypothesis for the new task of accounting for the thermal behavior of
gases was therefore in line with the normal strategy of the science to
exploit on a new front ideas and analogies found to be fruitful elsewhere.

Similarly, the axioms of mechanics, constituting the most general parts
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of the premises in the primary science to which thermodynamics is re.
duced, are supported by evidence from many ffelds quite distinct from
the study of gases. The assumption that these axioms also hold for the
hypothetical molecular components of gases thus involved the extrapo.
lation of a theory from domains in which it was already well conffrmed
into another domain postulated to be homogeneous in important respects
with the former ones. But the point having greatest weight in this con-
nection is that the combined assumptions of the primary science to which'
tlre science of heat was reduced have made if possi6le to incorporate
into a uniffed system many apparently unrelated laws of the science of
heat as well as of other parts of physics. A number of gas laws had
of course been established before the reduction. However, some of
these laws were only approximately valid for gases not satisfying certain
narrowly restrictive conditions; and most of the laws, moreover, eould
be affirmed only as so many independent facts about gases. The reduc-
tion of thermodynamics to mechanics altered this state of afiairs in sig-
nificant ways. It paved the way for a reformulation of gas laws so as
to bring them into accord with the behaviors of gases satisfying less
restrictive conditions; it provided leads to the discovery of new laws;
and it supplied a basis for exhibiting relations of systematic dependence
among gas laws themselves, as well as between gas laws and laws about
bodies in other states of aggregation.

This last point deserves a brief elaboration. If the Boyle-Charles' Iavr
were the sole experimental law deducible from the kinetic theory of
gases, it is unlikely that this result would be counted by most physicists
as weighty evidence for the theory. They would probably take the view
that nothing of signiffcance is achieved by the deduction of only this one
Iaw. For prior to its deduction, so they might maintain, this law was
Irnown to be in good agreement with the behavior of only *ideal' gases,
that is, those at temperatures far above the points at which the gases
Iiquefy; and by hypothesis, nothing further follows from the theory
as to the behavior of gases at lower temperatures. Moreover, physicists
would doubtless call attention to the telling point that even the deduc-
tion of this law can be efiected only with the help of a special postulate
connecting temperature with the energy of gas molecules-a postulate
that, under the eircumstanees envisaged, has the status of an ad hoc
assumption, supported by no evidence other than the evidence warrant-
ing the Boyle-Charles' law itself. In short, if this law were the sole ex-
perimental consequence of the kinetic theory, the Iatter would be dead
wood from which only artiffcially suspended fruit could be gathered.

In actual fact, however, the reduction of thermodynamics to the kinetic
theory of gases achieves much more than the deduction of the Boylo
Charles'law. There is available other evidence that counts heavily with
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most physicists as support for the theory and that removes from thc
special postulate connecting temperatures and molecular energy even
the appearance of arbitrariness. Indeed, two related sets of considera-
tions make the reduction a signiffcant scientiffc accomplishment. One
set consists of experimental laws, deduced from the theory, which have
not been previously established or which are in better agreement with
a wider range of facts than are laws previously accepted. For example,
the Boyle-Charles'law holds only for ideal gases and is deducible from
the kinetic theory when some of the less general assumptions of the
kinetic theory have the limiting form corresponding to a gas being an
ideal gas. However, these special assumptions can be replaced by others
without modifying the fundamental ideas of the theory, aud in particular
by assumptions less simple than those introduced for ideal gases. Thus,
instead of the stipulations with the aid of which the Boyle-Charles' law
is derivable from the theory, we can assume that the dimensions of gas

molecules are not negligible when compared to the mean distance be-
tween them, and that in addition to forces of impact there are also co-
hesive forces acting upon them. It is then possible to deduce from the
theory employing these more complex special assumptions the van der
Waals'law for gases, which formulates more adequately than does the
Boyle-Charles'law the behavior of both ideal and nonideal gases. In
general, therefore, for a reduction to mark a signiffcant intellectual ad-
vance, it is not enough that previously established laws of the secondary
science be represented within the theory of the primary discipline. The
theory must also be fertile in usable suggestions for developing the sec-

ondary sciencg and must yield theorems referring to the latter's subject
matter which augment or correct its currently accepted body of laws.

The second set of considerations in virtue of which the reduction of
thermodynamics to mechanics is generally regarded as an important
achievement consists of the intimate and frequently surprising relations
of dependence that can thereby be shown to obtain between various
experimental laws. An obvious type of such dependence is illustrated
when laws, hithqrto asserted on independent evidential grounds, are de-
ducible from an integrated theory as a consequence of the reduction.
Thus, both the second law of thermodynamics (according to which the
entropy of a closed physical system never diminishes) as well as the
Boyle-Charles'Iaw are derivable from statistical mechanics, although in
classical thermodynamics these laws are stated as independent primitive
assumptions. fn some ways a more irnpressive and subtler type of de-
pendence is illustrated when some numerical constant appearing in dif-
ferent experimental laws of the secondary science is exhibited as a deff-
nite funetion of theoretical parameters in the primary discipline-an
outcome that is particularly striking when congruous numerical values
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can be calculated for those parameters from experimental data obtained
in independent lines of inquiry. Thus, one of the postulates of the kinetic
theory is that, under standard conditions of temperature and pressure,
equal volumes of a gas contain an equal number of molecules, irrespec-
tive of the chemical nature of the gas. The number of molecules in a
liter of gas under standard cpnditions is thus the same for all gases, and
is known as Avogadro's number. Ivforeover, a certain constant appearing
in several gas laws (among others, in the Boyle-Charles' law and the
Iaws of specific heats) can be shown to be a function of this number
and other theoretical parameters. On the other^ hand, Avogadro's num-
ber can be calculated in alternative ways from experimental data gath-
ered in different kinds of inquiry, e.g., from ineasurements in the study
of thermal phenomena, of Brownian movements, or of crystal structure;
and the values obtained for the number from each of these diverse sets

of data are in good agreement with one another. Accordingly, apparently
independent experimental laws (including thermal ones) are shown to
involve a common invariant component, represented by a theoretical
parameter that in turn becomes ffrmly tied to several kinds of extrleri-

mental data. In consequence, the reduction of thermodynamics to kinetic
theory not only supplies a uniffed explanation for the laws of the former
discipline; it also integrates these laws so that direetly relevant evidence
for any one of them can serye as indirect evidence for the others, and
so that the available evidence for any of the laws cumulatively supports
various theoretical postulates of the primary science.

2. .These general comments on the considerations that determine
whether a reduction is a signiffcant advance in the organization of
knowledge or only a formal exercise, and on the character of the evi-
dence that actually supports the kinetic theory direct attention to an
important feafure of sciences in active development. As has already been
suggested, different branches of science may sometimes be delimited
on the basis of the theories used as explanatory premises and leading
principles in their respective domains. Nevertheless, theories do not as

a rule remain unaltered with the progress of inquiry; and the history of
science provides many examples of special branches of knowledge be-
coming reorganized around new types of theory. Moreover, even if a
discipline continues to retain the most general postulates of some theo-
retical system, the less general ones are often modified or are augmented
by others as fresh problems arise.

Accordingly, the question whether a given science is reducible to
another cannot in the abstract be usefully raised without reference to
some particular stage of development of the two disciplines. Questions
about reducibility can be profftably discussed only if they are made
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deffnite by _specifying the established content at a given date of the
sciences under consideration. Thus, no practicing physicist is likely to
take seriously the claim that the_contemporary science of nuclear physics
is reducible to some variant of classical mechanics-even if the claim
should be accompanied by a formal deduction of the laws of nuclear
physics from admittedly purely mechanical assumptions-unless these
assumptions are supported by adequate evidence available at the time
the claim is madg and also possess at that time the heuristic advantages
normally expected of the theory belonging to a proposed primary sci-
ence. Again, it is one thing to say that thermodynamics is ieducible to
mechanics when the latter counts among its recognized posfulates as-
gumptions (including statistical ones) about molecules and their modes
of action; it is quite a difierent tling to claim that thermodynamics is
reducible to a science of mechanics that does not countenance such
assumptions. In particular, though contemporary thermodynamics is un-
doubtedly reducible to a statistical mechanics postdating igoo 1th" y"r,
in which Boltzmann- succeeded in giving a statistical interpretation for
the second Iaw of thermodynamics with the help of certaln statistical
hypotheses), that secondary science is not reducibre to the mechanics
of 1700. 9imilgrlr, certain parts of nineteenth-century chemistry (and
perhaps the whole of this science) is reducible to post-r928 physics, b,rt
not to the physics of a hundred years ago.

- Mo-re9ver, the possibility should not be ignored that Iittre if ary new
knowledge or increased power for signiffcant research may aetually. be
gained from reducing one science to another at certain peiiods of iheir
development, however great may be the potential advantages of such
reduction at some later time. Thus, a discipline may be ai a stage of
active growth in whichthe imperative task is to survey and classi$ tle
extensive and diversiffed materials of its domain. Attempts to reduce the
discipline to another (perhaps theoretically mor" adranced) sciencg
even if successful, may then divert needed energies from what are the
_crucial problems at this period of the discipline's expansion, without
being compensated by efiective guidanee from the pri*ary science in
the conduct of further research. For examplg at a time when the prime
need of botany is to establish a systematic typology of existing plant life,
the discipline may reap little advantage from adopting a physicochemicai
theory of living organisms. Again, although one science may be reducible
to another, the secondary discipline may be progressively solving its own
special class of problems with the help of a theory expressly devised for
dealing with the subject matter of that discipline, As a basis for aftacking
these problems, this less inclusive theory may well be more satisfactor|
than the more general theory of the primary science-perhaps becausl
the primary science reqrrires the use of techniques too reffned and cum-
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bersome for the subjects under study in the secondary scieuce, or be-
cause the initial conditions needed for applying it to these subjeets are
not available, or simply because its structure does not suggest fruitful
analogies for handling these problems. For example, even if biology were
reducible to the physics of current quantum mechanics, at the present
stage of biological science the gene theory of heredity may be a more
satisfactory instrument for exploring the problems of biological inheri-
tance than would be the quantum theory. An integrated system of ex-
planation by some inclusive theory of a primary science may be an
eventually realizable intellectual icleal. But it does not follow that this
ideal is best achieved by reducing one science to another with an ad.
mittedly comprehensive and powerful theory, if the secondary science
at that stage of its development is not prepared to operate effectively
with this theory.

Much controversy over the interrelations of the special sciences, and
over the limits of the explanatory power of their theories, neglects these
elementary considerations. The irreducibility of one science to another
(for example, of biology to physics) is sometimes asserted absoluteln
and without temporal qualiffcations. In any event, arguments for such
cldims often appear to forget that the sciences have a history, and that
the reducibility (or irreducibility) of one science to another is con-
tingent upon the specific theory employed by the latter discipline at some
stated time. On the other hand, converse claims maintaining that some
particular science is reducible to a favored discipline also do not always
give sufficient heed to the fact that the sciences under consideration
must be at appropriately mature levels of development if the reduction
is to be of scientiffc importance. Such claims and counterclaims are per-
haps most charitably construed as debates over what is the most prom-
ising direction systematic research should take at some given stage of
a science. Thus biologists who insist on the 'autonomy' of their science
and who reject i,n toto so-called "mechanistic theories" of biological phe-
nomena sometimes appear to adopt these positions because they believe
that in the present state of physical and biological theory biology stands
to gain more by carrying on its investigations in terms of distinctively
biological categories than by abandoning them in favor of modes of
analysis ppical of modern physics. Analogously, mechanists in biology
can often be understood as recommending the reduction of biology to
physics, because in their vierv biological problems can now be handled
more effectively rvithin the framework of current physical theories than
with the help of any purely biological ones. As we shall see in the fol-
lowing chapter, however, this is not the way that the issues are usually
stated by those taking sides in such debates. On the contrary, largely
because of a failure to note that claims concerning the reducibility or
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irreducibility of a science must be temporally qualift66, questions that
at bottom relate to the strategy of research, or to the logical relations
between sciences as constituted at a certain time, are commonly dis-
cussed as if they were about some ultimate and immutable structure of
the universe.

8. Throughout the present discussion stress has been placed on con-
ceiving the reduction of one science to another as tle deduction of one
set of empirically conffrmable staternents from another such set. How-
ever, the issues of reduction are frequently discussed on the supposition
that reduction is the derivation of the properties of one subject matter
from the properties of another. Thus a contemporary writer maintains
that psychology is demonstrably an autonomous discipline with respect
to physics and physiology, because 'h headache is not an arrangement
or rearrangement of particles in one's cranium," and 'our sensation of
violet i.s not a change in the optic nerve." Accordingly, though the mind
is said to be *connected mysteriously" with the physical processes, 'it
cannot be reduced to those processes, nor can it be explained by the
Iaws of those processes." ? Another recent writer, in presenting the case
for the occurrence of'genuine novelties" in inorganic nature, declares
that'it is an error to assume that all.the properties of a compound can
be deduced solely from the nature of its elements." In a similar vein, a
third contemporary author asserts that the characteristic behavior of
a chemical compound, such as water, *could, not, even in theory, be de-
duced from the most complete knowledge of the behavior of its com-
ponents, taken separately or in other combinations, and of their proper-
ties and auangements in this whole." 8 We must now briefly indicate
that the conception of reduction as the deduction of properties from
other properties is potentially misleading and generates spurious prob-
Iems.

The conception is misleading because it suggests that the question
of whether one science is reducible to another is to be settled by inspect-
ing the *properties" or alleged 'natures" of things rather than by in-
vestigating the logical consequences of certain explicitly formulated
theories (that is, systems of statements). For the conception ignores the
crucial point that the 'natures" of tJrings, and in particular of the %le-
mentary constituents" of things, are not accessible to direct inspection
and that we cannot read off by simple inspection what it is they do or
do not imply. Such'hatures'must be stated as a theory and are not the
objects of observation; and the range of the possible 'hatures' which

r Brand Blanshard, "Faet, Value and Science," in Science and Man (ed. by Ruth
N. Anshen), New York, 1942, p. 203.

E C. D. Broad, The Mind and. lts Place in Nature, London, 1925, p. 59.
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chemical elernents may possess ls as varied as the difierent theories about
atomlc structures that we can deviso. ]ust as the 'Iundamental naturo"
of electricity used to be stated by Maxwell's equations, so tho funda-
mental naturo of molecules and atoms must bo stated as an explicitly
articulated theory about them and their structures, Accordingly, the
supposition thaf in order to reduco one scienco to anotler, Eome prop
erties must be deduced from certain other properties or onatures" 

eon-
verts what is eminently a logical and empirical question into a hopelessly
irresolvable speculative one. For how can rvo discover the "essential
natures' of the chemical elements (or of anything else) except by con-
structing theories which postulate deffnite eharacteristics for these elo
ments, and then controlling tho theories in the usual way by confronting
consequences deduced from the theories with the outcome of appropriate
experiments? And how can we know in advance that no such theory caa
ever be constructed which will permit tho various laws of chemistry to
be derived systematically from it?

Accordingln whether a given set of -properties" or'behavioral traits'
of macroscopic objects can be explained by, or reduced to, the 'prop-
erties" or 'behavioral traits" of atoms and molecules is a function of
whatever theory is adopted for specifying the'natures' of these ele-
ments. The deduction of the "properties" stu&ed by one science from
the'properties" ptudied by another may be impossible if the latter sci-
ence postulates these properties in terms of one theory, but the reduc-
tion may be quite feasible if a difierent set of theoretical postulates ls
adopted. For example, the deduction of the laws of chemistry (e.g., of tho
law that under certain conditions hydrogen and oxygen combine to form
a stable compound commonly known as water, which in furn exhibits cer-
tain deftnite modes of behavior in the presence of other substances) from
the physical theories of the atom accepted fffty years ago was rightly held
to be impossible. But what was impossible relative to one theory need not
be impossible relative to another physical theory. The reduction of vari.
ous parts of chemistry to the quantum th*ry of atomic structure now
appears to be making steady if slow headway; and only the stupendous
mathematical diffculties involved in making the relevant deductions
from the quantum theoretical assumptions seem to stand in the way of
carrying the task much further along. Again, to repeat in the present
context a point already made in another, if the 'nature" of molecules
is stipulated in terms of the theoretical primitives of classical statistical
mechanics, the reduction of thermodynamics is possible only if an addi.
tional postulate is introduced that connects temperature and kinetic
energy. However, the impossibility of the reduction without such special
hypothesis follows from purely formal considerations, and not from
some alleged ontological hiatus between the mechanical and the thermo
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dynamical. Laplace was thus demonstrably in error when he believed
tllat a Divine Intelligence could foretell the future in every detafl, given
the instantaneous positions and momenta of all material particles as
well as the magnitudes and directions of the forces acting between them.
At any rate, Laplace was in error if his Divine Intelligence is assumed
to draw inferences in accordance with the canons of logiq and is there-
fore assumed to be incapable of the blunder of asserting a statement as
a conclusion of an inference when the statement contains terms not oc-
curring in the premises.

However this may be, the reduetion of one science to a second-e.g.,
thermodynamics to statistical mechanics, or chemistry to contemporary
physical theory-does not wipe out or transform into something insub-
stantial or'merely apparent" the distinctions and types of behavior which
the secondary discipline recognizes. lhus, if and when the detailed
physical, chemical, and physiological conditions for the occurrence of
headaches are ascertained, headaches will not thereby be shown to be
illusory. On the eontrary, il in consequence of such discoveries a portion
of psychology wil be redueed to another science or to a combination
of other sciences, all that will have happened is that an explanation will
have been found for the occurrence of headaches. But the explanation
tlat will thus become available will be of essentially the. same sort as
those obtainable in other areas of positive science. It wil not establish
a logically necessary connection between the occurence of headaches
and the occurrence of certain events or processes speciffed by physics,
chemistry and physiology. Nor will it consist in establishing the syn-
onymy of &e term headachd with some expression defined by means
of the theoretical primitives of these disciplines. It will consist in stating
the conditions, formulated by means of these primitives, under which,
and as a matter of sheer contingent fact, a determinate psychological
phenomenon takes place.

IV. The Doctrine of Emergence

The analysis of reduction is intimately relevant to a number of cur.
rently debated theses in general philosophy, especially the doctrine
known as *emergent evolution" or 'holism." Indeed, some results of
that analysis have already been applied in the preceding section of this
chapter to some of the issues raised by the doctrine of emergence. We
shall now exarnine this dockine more explicitly, in the Iight supplied
by the discussion of reduction.

The doctrine of emergence is sometimes formulated as a thesis about
the hierarchical organization of things and processes, and the conse-
guent occurrence of properties at'higher" levels of organization which
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are not predictable from properties found at "lowet" levels. On the other
hand, the doctrine is sometimes stated as part of an evolutionary cos-
mogony, according to which the simpler properties and forms of or-
ganization already in existence make contributions to the 'creative ad-
vanceo of nature by giving birth to more complex and *irreducibly

novel" traits and structures. In one of its forms, at any rate, emergent
evolution is the thesis that the present variety of things in the universe
is the outcome of a progressive'development from a primitive stage of
the cosmos containing gnly undifferentiated and isolated elements (such
as electrons, protons, and the like), and that the future will continue
to bring forth unpredictable novelties. This evolutionary version of the
emergence doctrine is not entailed by the conception of emergence as

irreducible hidrarehical organization, and the two forms of the doctrine
must be distinguished. We shall ffrst consider emergence as a thesis
about the nonpredictability of certain characteristics of things, and sub-
sequently examine briefly emergence as a temporal, cosmogonic process.

l. Although emergence has been invoked as an explanatory category
most frequently in connection with social, psychological, and biological
phenomena, the notion can be formulated in a general way so as to
4pply to the inorganic as well. Thus, Iet O be some object that is con-
stituted out of certain elements a1, . . . , ar standing to each other in
some complex relation R; and suppose that O possesses a deffnite class
of properties P, while &e elements of O possess properties belonging
to the classes Ar, . . . , A, respectively. Although the elements are nu-
merically distinct, they may not all be distinct in kind; moreover, they
may enter into relations with one another (or with other elements not
parts of O) that are different from R, to form complex wholes different
from O. However, the occurrence of the elements ab , .. , an in the
relation R is by hypothesis the necessary and sufficient condition for the
occurrence of O characterized by the properties P.

Let us next assume what proponents of the doctrine of emergence call
'complete knowledge" concerning the elements of O: we know all the
properties the elements possess when they exist 'in isolation" from one
another; and we also know all the properties exhibited by complexes
other than O that are formed when some or all of these elements stand
to each other (or to additional elements) in relations other than R, as
well as all the properties of the elements in these complexes. According
to the doctrine of emergence, two cases must be distinguished. In the
ffrst case, it is possible to predict (that is, deduce) from such complete
knowledge that, if the elements ay , . . , h occur in the relation R,
then the object O urill be formed and will possess the properties P. In
the second case, there is at least one property P, in the class P such tha!
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despite complete knowledge of the elements, it is impossible to predict
from this knowledge that, if the elements stand to each other in relation
R, then an object O possessing P, will be formed. In the latter case, the
object O is an "emergent object" and P" an 'emergent property" of O,

It is this form of the emergence doctrine that underlies the passage

from Broad cited in the preceding section of this chapter (page 864).
Broad illustrates this version of emergence as follows:

Orygen has certain properties and Hydrogen has certain other properties.
1,hey combine to form water, and the proportions in which they do this is
ffxed. Nothing that we know about Oxygen itself or in its combination with
anything but Hydrogen could give us the least reason to suppose that it
could combine with Hydrogen at all. Nothing that we know about Hydro-
gen by itself or in its combination with anything but Orygen, could give
us the least reason to expect that it would combine with Orygen at all
And most of the chemical aud physical properties of water have no known
connexion, either quantitative or qualitative, with those of Oxygen and
Hydrogen. Here we have a clear instance where, so far as we can tell, the
properties of a whole composed of two constituents could not have been
predicted from a knowledge of those properties taken separately, or from
this combiued with a knowledge of the properties of other wholes which
contain these constihrents.o

There are several issues raised by the present version of the doctrine
of emergencg though most of them have already been touched upon in
the preceding discussion of reduction and can be settled on the basis of
considerations which were introduced thera

a. The supposition underlying the notion of emergence is tha! al-
though it is possible in some eases to deduce the properties of a whole
from the properties of its constituents, in other cases it is not possible
to do so. We have seen, however, that both the afirmative and negative
parts of this claim rest upon incomplete and misleading formulations of
the actual facts. It is indeed impossible to deduce the properties of water
(such as viscosity'or hanslucency) from the properties of hydrogen
alone (such as that it is in a gaseous state under certain conditions of
pressure and temperature) or of oxygen alone, or of other compounds
containing these elements as constituents (such as that hydrofluoric acid
dissolves glass). But frequent claims to the contrary notwithstanding, it is
also impossible to deduce the behavior of a clock merely from the prop-
erties and organization of its constituent parts. Howevet, the deduction
is impossible for the same reasons in both casesr It is not properties,but
statements (or propositions) which cau be deduced. Moreover, state-

e lbtd., pp. A248,
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ments about properties of complex wholes can be deduced from state.
ments about their constituents only if the premises contain a suitable
theory concerning these constituents-one which makes it possible to ana.
lyze the behavior of such wholes as 'iesultants" of the assumed behav-
iors of the constituents. Accordingly, all descriptive expressions occur-
ring in a statement that is allegedly deducible from the theory must also
occur among the expressions used to formulate the theory or the assump-
tions adjoined to the theory when it is applied to specialized circum-
stances. Thus a statement like 'Water is tianslucent' cannot indeed be
deduced from any set of statements about hydrogen and oxygen which
do not contain the expressions 'water' and 'translucent'; but this impossi-
bility derives entirely from purely formal considerations and is relative
to the special set of statements adopted as premises in the case under
consideration.

b. It is clear, therefore, that to say of a given property that it is an
'emergent" is to attribute to it a character which the property may pos-
sess relative to one theory or body of assumptions but may not possess
relative to some other theory. Accordingly, the doctrine of emergence
(in the sense now under discussion) must be understood as stating cer-
taun lagical facts about formal relations between statements rather than
any experimental or even *metaphysical" facts about some allegedly 'in-
herent" traits of properties of objects.

It is worth repeating in this connection, and particularly when the con-
stituents of complex wholes are assumed to be submicroscopic particles
and processes, that the "properties" of such constituents cannot be as-
certained by inspection and their'strueture" cannot be learned by any
form of "direct perception." What these properties and structures are
can be formulated only by way of some theorg, which postulates the ex-
istence of those constituents and assumes various characteristics for them.
It is patent, moreover, that the theory is subject to indeffnite modiffca-
tions in the light of macroscopic evidence. Accordingly, the question
whether a given property of compounds can be predicted from the prop-
erties of their atomic constituents cannot be settled by considerations
concerning alleged'inherent natures' that atoms are antecedently known
to possess. For while one theory of atomic structure may be unequal to
the task of predicting a given property, another theory postulating a dif-
ferent structure for atoms may make it possible to do so.

_-This view of the question is supported by the history of atomic theory.
The ancient atomic theory of matter was revived by Dalton in the firit
quarter of the nineteenth century in order to account systematically for
a limited range of chemical facts-initially, facts about constancies in the
ratios of combining weights of substances participating in chemical re-
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actions. Daltont form of the theory postulated relatively few properties
for atoms, and his theory was incapable of explaining many features of
chemical transformations; for example, it did not account for chemical
valence or for thermal changes manifested in chemical transformations.
Eventually, however, Dalton's theory was modiffed, so that an increasing
number and variety of laws, dealing with optical, thermal, and electro-
magnetic as well as chemical phenomena, could be explained by its later
variants. But with this series of modiffcations of the theory, the concep-
tion of the 'intrinsic nature" of atoms was also transformed; for each
variant of the theory-more precisely, each theory in a certain series of
theoretical constructions havlng a number of broad assumptions in com-
mon-postulated (or *deffned") distinctive kinds of submicroscopic com-
ponents for macroscopic objects, with distinctive *natures- for the com-
ponents in each case. Accordingly, the 'atoms' of Democritus, the
'atoms' of Dalton, and the 'atoms" of modern physicochemical theory
are quite different sorts of particles; and they can be subsumed under
tJre eommon name of *atom" chiefly because there are important analo-

$es between the various theories that deffne them.
We must therefore not be misled by the convenient habit of thinking

of the various atonric theories as representing a progress in our knowl"
edge concerning a ffxed set of submicroscopic objects. This way of de,
scribing the historical succession of atomic tleories easily generates the
belief that atoms can be said to exist and to have ascertaiiable *inherent

natures," independent of any particular theory that postulates the exist-
ence of atoms and prescribes what properties they possess. In point of
fact, however, to maintain that there are atoms having some deffnite set
of characteristics is to claim that a certain theory about the constitution
of physical objects is warranted by experimental evidence. The succes-
sion of atomic theories propounded in the history of science may indeed
represent not only advances in knowledge concerning the order and con-
nection of macroscopic phenomena, but also a progressively more ade-
quate understanding of the atomic constitution of physical things. It
nevertheless does not follow that apart from some particular atomic
theory, it is possible to assert just what can or cannot be predicted from
the *nafures" of atomic particles.

In any event, it is certainly the case that properties of compounds not
predictable from certain older theories of atomic structure (e.g., the
chemical and optical properties of the stable substance formed when
hydrogen and oxygen combine under certain conditions) can be pre-
dicted from the current electronic theory of the composition of atoms.
It therefore follows that an elliptic formulation is being employed when
it is claimed that a given property of a compound is an 'emergento one.
For, although a property may indeed be an emergent trait relative to
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some given theory it need not be emergent relative to some different
theory.

c. However, while it is an error to claim that a given property is
'inherently" or 'absolutely" an emergent trait, it is equally an error to
maintain that in characterizing a trait as an emergent we are only bap
tizing our ignorance. It has been argued, for exhmple, that

it may be that no physical-chemist could have predicted all the properties
of H2O before having studied il and yet it seems probable that this in-
capacity to predict is only an expression of ignorance of the nature of H
and O. If, on their combination, H and O yield water, presumably they
contain in some sense the potentiality of forming water. In fact it is of
&e essence of Emergent Evolution that nothing new is added from without,
that'emergence' is the consequence of new kinds of relatedness between
existents. The presumption is, then, that with sufficient knowledge of the
components, highly probable predictions of the properties of water could
have been made, In fact, chemists have successfully predicted the proper-
ties of compounds they have never observed and have proceeded to pro.
duce tlese 'emergents.' They have even predicted the existence and the
properties of elements which had not been observed.lo

Obiections of this sort miss the force of the doctrine of emergence and
appear to deny even what is demonstrably sound in it. In the ftrst place,
the doctrine employs the phrase 'to predict' in the sense of 'to deduce
with strict lo$cal rigor.'A proponent of emergence could readily admit
that an allegedly emergent property might be foretold, whettrer invari-
ably or only occasionally, by some happy insight or fortunate guess, but
he would not thereby be eompelled to surrender his claim that the prop-
erly in question cannot be pred,icted. In the second place, it is possible
to show that in some cases a given property cannot be predicted from
certain other properties-more strictly, that a given statement about the
occrurence of a designated property cannot be deduced from a specifted
set of other statements. For it may be possible to demonstrate with the
help of established logical techniques that the statement about the ffrst
property is rwt entailed by the statements about the other properties;
and such a demonstration is easily produced, espeeially when the former
statement contains expressions that do not appear in the latter class of
statements. Third and ffnally, our alleged *ignorance' or 'incomplete
knorvledge" concerning the "natures' of atoms is entirely irrelevant to
the issue at stake. For that issue is the simple one whether a given
statement is deducible from a gioen set of statements, and not whether
the statement is deducible from some other set of statements. As we have

r0 William McDougall, Modem Materiali.srn and. Emergent Eaolution, New yorlc,
f929, p. f29.
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already seen, when we are said to improve or enlarge our knowledge
concerning the 'hature of H and O," what we are doing in effect is re-
placing one theory about H and O with anothcr theory; and the fact
that H and O combine to form water can be dedtrced from the second
theory does not contradict the fact that the statement cannot be de-
duced from the initial set of premises. As was noted in discussing the
reduction of thermodynamics to mechanics, the Boyle-Charles' law can-
not be deduced from the assumptions of statistical mechanics unless a
postulate is added relating the term 'temperature' to the expression
'mean kinetic energy of molecules.' This postulate cannot itself be de-
duced from statistical mechanics in its classical form; and this fact-that
a postulate (or something equivalent to it) must be added to statistical
mechanics as an independent assumption if the gas law is to be deduced

-illustrates what is perhaps the central thesis in the doctrine of emer-
gence as we have been interpreting it.

d. We have thus admitted the essential correctness of the doctrine
of emergence when construed as a thesis concerning the logical relation
between certain statements. It should be noted, however, that the doc.
trine so understood has a far wider range of application than proponents
of emergence usually maintain. The doctrine has been urged for the
most part in connection with chemical, biological, and'psycholo$cal
properties because these properties characterize systems at'higher lev-
els" of organization and are allegedly "emergents" relative to properties
occurring at "lower levels." Indeed, the doctrine is often advanced in
opposition to the supposedly universalistic claims of *mechanical 

ex-
planations," since, if some properties are in fact emergents, their occur-
rence is held to be inexplicable in "mechanical" terms. The truth of the
doctrine of emergence is therefore sometimes believed to set limits to the
science of mechanics, in which the principle of composition of forces is a
warranted principle of analysis, and to differentiate from mechanics
other systems of explanation in which that principle does not hold.u Ac-
cordingly, proponents of the doctrine often seem to suggest, if they do
not explicitly maintain, that there are no emergent properties within
the province usually assigned to mechanics or possibly even within the
domain of physies; and the commonly cited example of a nonemergent
property is the behavior of a cloc\ which is supposedly predictable from
a larowledge of the properties and organization of its constituent cogs
and springs.

But the logical point constituting the core of the doctrine of emer-

rr Cf. the distinction drawn by Mill between the "mechanical" and the *chemical'

modes of the "conjunct action of causes," which is the classical source of the doctrine
of emergence. I. S. MilI, A Sgstem of Logic, London, 1879, Book 8, Chap. 6.
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gence is applicable to all areas of inquiry and is as relevant to the anal-
ysis of explanations within mechanics and physics generally as it is to
discussions of the laws of other sciences, The above discussion of the
reduction of thermodynamics to mechanics makes this quite evident, But
for the sake of additional clarity and emphasis, consider the clock ex.
ample. It is well to note that the 'behavror" of the clock whicla is predict-
able on the basis of mechanics is only that phase of its behavior which
can be characterized entirely in terms of the primitive ideas of mechanics

-for example, the behavior constituted by the motion of the clock's hands.
Any phase of its behavior that cannot be brought within the scope of
those ideas-for example, behavior consisting in variation in tl.re clock's
temperature or in changes in magnetic forces that may be generated by
the relative motions of the parts of the clock-is not explained or pre.
dicted by mechanical theory. However, it appears that nothing but arbi.
trary custom stands in the way of calling these 'honmeclaanical" fea.
tures of the clock's behavior "emergent properties" relative to mechan.
ics. On the other hand, such nonmechanical features are certainly ex.
ptcable with the help of theories of heat and magnetism, so that, rela-
tive to a wider class of theoretical assumptions, the clock may display
no emergent traits.

Proponents of the doctrine of emergence are sometimes inclined to
make a special point of the fact that the occrurence of so-called "second-
ary qualities" cannot be predicted by physical theories. For example, it
has been argued that, from a complete knowledge of tho microscopic
structure of atoms, a mathematical archangel might be able to predict
that nitrogen and hydrogen would combine when an electric discharge
is passed through a mixture of the two, and would form water-soluble
ammonia gas. However, though the archangel might be able to deduce
what the exact microscopic structure of ammonia must bg

he would be totally unable to predict that a substance with this structure
must smell as ammonia does when it gets into the human nosa The ufunost
that he could predict on this subject would be that certain changes would
take place in the mucous membrane, the olfactory nerves and so on. But
he could not possibly know that tlese changes would be accompanied by
the appearance of a smell in general or of the peculiar smell of ammonia
in particular, unless someone told him so or he had smelled it for himself.u

But this claim is at best a truistic one, and can be afirmed with the
sirme wtrrant for physical (or "primary") qualities of things as it can
for secondary qualities. It is undoubtedly the case that a theory of chem-
istry that in its formulations makes no use of expressions referring to
olfactory properties of substances cannot predict the occurrence of

rz Broa4 op. clt., p. 7L.
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smells. But it cannot do so for the same reason that mechanics cannot
account for optical or electrical properties of matter-namely that, when a
deduction is made formally explicit, no statement employing a given ex'
pression can be logically derived from premises that do not also contain
the expression. Accordingly, if a mathematical archangel is indeed in-
capable of predicting smells from a knowledge of the microscopic strue-
ture of atoms, this limitation in his powers is simply a consequence of
the fact that the logical conditions for deducibility are the same for
archangels as they are for men.

2, Let us now briefly consider the doctrine of emergence as an evo'
lutionary cosmogony, whose primary stress is upon the alleged hovelty'
of emergent qualities. The doctrine of emergent evolution thus main-
tains that the variety of individuals and their properties that existed in
the past or occur in the present is not complete, and that qualities,
structures, and modes of behavior come into existence from time to time
the like of which has never been previously manifested anywhere in the
universe. Thus, according to one formulation of the dochine, an emergent

evolution is said to have taken place if, when the present state of the

world (called 'Ph.N.") is compared \rith any prior phase (ealled
'Ph.A.-), one or more of the following features lacking iu Ph.A. can be
shown to be present in Ph.N.:

(1) Instances of some general type of change . . . common to both
phases (e.g., relative motion of particles), of which instances the manner
or condition of occurrence could not be described in terms of, nor pre'
dicted from, the laws which would have been suficient for the description
and . . . the prediction of all ehanges of that type occurring in Ph.A. Of
this evolutionary emergence of laws one, though not the only conceivable,

occasion would be the production, in accordance with one set of laws, of
new local integrations in matter, the motions of which, and therefore of
&eir component particles, would therefore conform-to vector, i.e., direc'
tional, laws emergent in the sense deffned, . , , (2) New qualities . . .

attachable to entities already present, though without tl:ose accidents in
Ph.A. (8) Particular entities not possessing all the essential athibutes char-
acteristic of those found in Ph.A., and having distinctive types of atkibutes
(not merely confgurational) of their own. (4) Some type or fires of
event or process irreducibly difierent in kind from any occurring in Ph.A.
(5) A greater quantity, or number of instances, not explicable by transfer
from outside the system, of any one or more types of prime entity common
to both phasesJE

ls Arthur O. Lovejo% 'The Meanings of Emergencd and Its Modes," is Pro'
ceedings of the Sdrth Internatiorwl Congess of PMlpsophg (ed. by Edgar S. Bright'
man), New Yorlg 1927, pp,26-27,
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Emergent evolution as a doctrine of unceasing "creative novelty" is
t}terefore commonly placed in opposition to the preformationist view,
attributed especially to seventeenth-century science, that all the events
of nature are simply the spatial rearrangements of a set of ultimate,
simple *entities," whose total number, qualities, and laws of behavior
remain invariant throughout the variouq juxtapositions into which they
enter. However, some writers have gone beyond the assertion of such
'creative novelty" and have outlined what they believe to be the suc-
cessive stages of creative evolution; but we shall not concern ourselves
with the details of these cosmic speculations.

a. It should be noted in the ffrst'place t}lat the doctrine of creative
evolution appea$ neither to entail nor to be entailed by the conception
of emergence as the unpredictability of various properties. For it may
very well be the case that a property is an emergent relative to a given
theory but is not novel in a temporal sense. To take an extreme example,
the property that bodies possess weight is not deducible from the classi-
cal iheory of physical geometry; however, there is no reason to believe
that bodies came to exhibit gravitational properties after they acquired
spatial ones. On the other hand, it might be possible to deduce from
some theory of atomic structure that nitrogen and oxygen could com-
bine to form a water-soluble ammonia gas, although, because the pre-
vailing physical conditions did not permit the formation of water in
liquid state-say, before the time when the earth became sufficiently cool

-no acfual instance of ammonia dissolving in water had ever occurred.
A subsequent formation of water with the dissolution of some ammonia
gas in it would then be a temporally novel event. Accordingly, the ques-
tion whether any properties are 'emergents" in the sense of being tem-
porally novel is a problem of a different order from the issue whether
any properties are *emergents" in the sense of being unpredictable. The
latter is an issue largely though not exclusively concerned with the
logical reldi,ons of statements; the former is primarily a question that
can be settled only by empirical historical inquuy.

b. Accordingly, the question whether a property, process, or mode
of behavior is a case of emergent evolution is a straightforward empiri-
cal problem and can be resolved at least in principle by recourse to
historieal inquiry. Nevertheless, there are some difficulties facing at-
tempts to answer it which deserve brief mention. One of these difficulties
is a practical one, and arises from the circumstance that to answer the
question conclusively we must possess a detailed knowledge of all the
past occurrences in the universe (or in some portion of it), so as to be
able to decide whether an alleged emergent trait or process is really
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such. But our lcnowledge of the past is seriously incomplete, and we
possess fairly reliable evidence only in a limited class of cases to show
that certain properties and processes could not hal-e occurred before a
given time, Thus we do not possess a sufficient basis for deeiding beyond
a reasonable doubt whether various processes on the atomic and sub-
atomic levels which are believed to occur at present have always taken
place, or whether they are characteristic of the current cosmic epoch.
On the other hand, if we take for granted the dependeuce of living or"
ganisms upon favorable temperature conditions, and if we also assume
that at one time the temperature of the earth was far too great for the
funetioning of such organisms, it becomes practically certain that living
forms did not appear on the earth (or perhaps anywhere in the uni-
verse) before a certain age.

A second difficulty has its source in the vagueness of such words as

'property' and 'process'and in the lack of precise criteria for judging
whether two properties or processes are to be counted as 

*the 
same" or

as 'difierent.' Thus, the "mere" spatial rearrangement of a set of ob-

iects is apparently not to be regarded as an instance of an emergent
property, even when that speciffc rearrangement has not previously oc-
curred. Nevertheless, it is pertinent to ask whether every spatial redis-
tribution of things is not always associated with some 'qualitative"
changes, so that spatial changes are ipso frc'to also alterations in the
oproperties" of the things redistributed. For example, the pattern formed
by a square resting on one base certainly "looks difierent" from the
pattern formed when the square is rotated so as to stand on one of its
vertices. If the second pattern had not existed lefore, would its occur-
rence count as the appearance of a novel property? If it would not,
what is the mark of a new trait? But if it would count as something
novel, then almost any change must also be regarded as an illustration
of emergent evolution. For a given state of affairs may be analyzable
into a set of traits, each of which has occurred in the past. On the other
hand, in their present manifestation the traits occur in a determinate
context of relations; and, although the speciffc pattern of these relations
is a repeatable one, those traits may in fact never have been previously
exempliffed in just that pattern. Accordingly, the given state of afiairs
would in that eventuality illustrate an emergent property; and, since
every situation may very well exhibit such novel patterns, especially if
no lirnits are placed on the spatiotemporal extent of a situation, the doc-
trine of emergence barely escapes collapse into the trivial thesis that
things change.

Furthermore, just what is to be understood by the stipulation con.
tained in the above quotation that a particular entity is to count as an
instance of emergent evolution, if it does not possess 'all the essential
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attributes" of entities in prwious phases of evolutionP In general, whether
or not an attribute is to be regarded as an 'essential" one depends on
tho context of the question and on the problem under consideration. But
if this is so, then in view of that stipulation the distinction between an
emergent trait and a nonemergent one would shift with changes in in
terest and with the pu4)oses of an inquiry, These difficulties are not
cited as being fatal to the doctrine of emergence, They do indicate,
however, &at, unless the doctrine is formulated with greater care than is
customary, it can easily be construed as simply a truism.

q The claim that there are emergent properties in the sense of emer.
gent evolution is entirely compatible with the belief in the universality
of the causal principle, at any rate in the form that thero aro deter.
minato conditions for the occurrence of all events. Some proponents
of emergent evolution do indeed combine the doctrine with versions of
radical indeterminism; others invariably associate emergenco with so-
called'teleological" causation, thus attributing the appearanco of novel
qualities and processes to the operation of purposive agents. However,
neither a belief in indeterminism nor in teleological causation is essen-
tial to emergent evolution. There are in fact many emergent evolution-
ists who maintain that the occurrence of a new chemiqal compound, for
examplg is always contingent upon the formation of deffnite though
unique conffgurations of certain chemical elements; and they hold, fur-
thermore, thal whenever these elements aro conjoined in that special
manner, whether through the agency of pu4rosive creatures or adventi-
tious circumstances, a compound of the same type is invariably forrred.

al" It is also worth noting that despite widespread opinion to the
contrary, the assumptions and procedures of classical physics (and of
mechanics in particular) neither imply nor contradict the thesis of
emergent evolution. To bo sure, there aro philosophical interpretations
of physicg according to which the properties of things are 'ultimatelyo
those distinctivo of mechanics, and according to which also tho only
'real'changes in nature are spatial ones. However, such interpretations
are of doubtful validity and cannot bo assumed to be adequate accounts
of tho naturo of physical theory. As we havo seen, the science of mo.
chanics does indeed operato with a limited and selected set of theoret-
ical notions. However, this fact does not entail tho requirement that the
science deny either the actual existence or the possiblo emergenco of
traits of things other than those with which mechanics is primarily coa-
cerned. Such a denial would bo unwarranted, even if earlier hopes of
physicists had been realized and mechanics had continued to retain its
one-timo eminenco as tho universal scienco of nature, For a mechanical
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explanation of an event or process consists simply in stating the condi-
tions for its occurrence in mechanical terms, But such explanations would
clearly be impossible (on pain of making the enterprise of giving ex-
planations for things self-defeating) if the event or process were not
ffrst identiffed by observing its characteristics-whether or not the char.
acteristics are purely mechanical properties, and whether or not they
are novel. fn short, when the structure of mechanics or of any other
theory of classical physics is analyzed, it becomes evident that the opera-
tive efficaey of the theory does not depend on acceptance or denial of
the historical thesis that in the course of time novel traits and individuals
appear in the universe.

e. Perhaps the most inbiguing suggestion contained in the doctrine
of emergent evolution is that the "laws of nature" may themselves
changg and that novel patterns of dependence between events are mani-
fested during difierent cosmic epochs. It will of course be clear that
what is intended is not simply that our krwwledge or our formulntion
of the structures of events and processes may be undergoing develop-
ment, but that these struc'tures themseloes are altering with time. Thus,
the Boyle-Charles'law is not as adequate a formulation of the belmvior
of gases as is the van der Waals' equation; but the fact that we havo
replaced the former with the latter is not taken to signify that the pat-
tern of behavior of gases has undergone a change. Moreover, the sugges-
tion does not consist merely in the supposal that the mode of behavior
of some specific physical system is evolving. For example, there is evi-
dence to indicate that the period of the earth's axial rotation is dimin-
ishing. However, this special fact is explained not by the assumption
that the laws of mechanics are being altered, but in terms of such factors
as the "braking" eflect of the tides, produced by the sun and the moon
in accordance with presumably unchanging laws. AccordinglS what the
suggestion contemplates is the possibility that pervasive types of ttruc-
ture are changing, or that novel relational patterns are manifested by
things; for example, instead of permanently remaining inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance, the gravitational force between all
pairs of particles may be slowly changing so that this latter exponent is
increasing with time; or various chemical elements may exhibit pro-
gressively new properties and new modes of combination with one an-
other. However, the suggestion is not without serious difrculties, some
of which must now be noted.

Perhaps the most obvious and crucial of these stems from the fact
that we cannot be sure whether an apparent change in a law is really
such, or whether it merely indicates that our knowledge was incomplete
concerning the conditions under which some tytrre of structr:re prevails.
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supposg for example, that evidenc€ \ilere available which seems to show
that some universal constant (such as the velocity of light in oacuo) is
changing, so that its value during the present century ii sma[er than it
was- during prehistoric times. However, other things have also changed
in the interim: the relative positions of the galaxies are no longer the
same; there have been internal changes in the stars and in the quantity
of radiation they emit; and possibly even some hitherto undetectid trait
of physical bodies has varied (some trait comparable to the electric
prolerties of matter, which have been discov.ered by men only relatively
recently). It is therefore at Ieast conceivable that the hitherto assertei
Iaw of the constancy of the velocity of light is simply erroneous, and
that this velocity varies with some such factors as have been mentioned.
It would certainly not be a simple task to eliminate this alternative inter-
pretation of the evidence; and in fact most scientists would doubtless
be more inclined to regard the hitherto accepted law as correet only
when certain anteeedent conditions are satisffed-and therefore to regard
it as simply a limiting case of a more inclusive law-rather than to as-
sum,e that the pervasive structure of physical occurrences is undergoing
evolution. In any even! whether such an assumption will ever be widely
accepted will most likely depend on how efiective and convenient it
proves to be in establishing a thoroughly inclusive and integrated system
of knowledge. Aecordingly, although the suggestion that some-Iaws

1ay be evolving does not fall outside the bounds of possibility, it is at
best a highly speculative one for which it is not easy to suppry reason-
ably eonclusive evidence.

There is an additional difficulty of a difierent order which faces the
doctrine that all laws are ehanging with time.ra For how is evidence ob-
tained for the claim that a Iaw is undergoing change? A pervasive pat-
tern of relations cannot be literally *seeno to evolve, and the basis for
such a conclusion must be obtained from comparisons of the present
with the past. However, the past is not accessible to direct inspection.
It can only be reconstructed from data available in the present, with the
help of laws which rnust be assumed to be unchanging at least during
the epoch which includes that past and the present. For exampl", ,rrp
pose that the gravitational force between bodies is alleged to be slowly
diminishing, on the ground that in the past the tides were generally
higher than in the present, even though the number and relative position
of celestial bodies were the same as at present. But how car, *" krro*
that the past was indeed like this, unless we use laws that have not al-
tered in order to infer those past facts from present data? Thus, we might

l'cf. Henri Poinear6,.'LEvo-lution des [.ois,' in Dmidres pensdes, paris, lg26;
Pascual Jordan, Dde He*unfi d.er Sterne, Stuttgart, 1947.
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ffnd deposits of sea salt at altitudes now out of the reach of the tides.
However, even if we waive the question whether the land had not been
elevated by geological action rather than because of a diminution in
tho height of tides, the conclusion that the salt was deposited by the
ocean takes for granted various laws eoncerning the motions of tidal
water and the evaporation of liquids. Accordingly, the assumption that
all laws are simultaneously involved in a process of change is self-anni-
hilating, for, since the past would then be completely inaccessible to
knowledge we would be unable to produce any evidence for that as-
sumption.

The form in which the suggestion of emergent laws appears most
plausible is that new types of behavior conforming to novel modes of
dependence arise when hitherto nonexistent combinations and integra-
tions of matter occur, For example, chemists have produced substances
in the laboratory which, as far as we can tell, have never existed before,
and which possess properties and ways of interacting with other sub
stances that are distinctive and novel. What has thus occasionally hap
pened in the laboratory of chemists has undoubtedly happened more fre-
quently in the older and vaster laboratory of nature. It might of coursp
be said that such novel types of dependenoe are not'really novel" but
are only the realizations of 'potentialities' that have always been pres-
ent in 'the natures of things"; and it might also be said that with -suf-

ffcient knowledge" of these 'natures," anyone having the requisite mathe-
matical skills could predict the novelties in advance of their realization.
We have already commented suficiently on the latter part of this re-
joinder, and can therefore discount it without further ado as both invalid
and irrelevant As for the ffrst part of the obiection, it must be admifted
that it is irrefutable; but it will also be clear that what the objection
asserts has no factual content, and that its irrefutability is that of a deff-
nitional truism.

V. Wholes, Sums, and, Organic Uniti,es

Before leaving the subjects of reduction and emergence, it will be con
venient to discuss a {amiliar thesis frequently associated with these
themes. According to this conception, there is an important type of in
dividual wholes (physical, biological, psychological, as well as social)
distinguished from others by the fact that they are'organic unities," and
not simply "aggregates" of independent parts or members. Wholes of this
type are often characterized by the dictum that they possess an organi-
zation in virtue of which 'the whole is more than the sum of its parts.'
Since the existence of organic wholes is sometimes taken to place ffxed
limits on the possibility of effeeting reduetions in the sciences, as well as
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on the scope of the methods of physics, it is desirable to examine such
wholes with care.

A preliminary point must ffrst be noted. As commonly employed, the
words 'whole,' 'sum,' and their derivatives are unusually ambiguous,
metaphorical, and vague. It is therefore frequently impossible to assess

the cognitive worth as well as the meaning of statements containing
them, so that some of the many senses of those words must be distin-
guished and clariffed. Some examples wiII make evident the need for
such clarification. A quadlilateral encloses an area, and either one of its
two diameters divides the ffgure into two partial areas whose sum is
equal to the area of the initial ffgure. In this geometrical context, and in
many analogous ones as we1l, the statement 'The whole is equal to the
sum of its parts'is normally accepted as true. Indeed, the statement in
this context is frequently acknowledged to be not only true but neces-

sarily true, so that its denial is regarded as self-contradictory. On the
other hand, in discussing the taste of sugar of lead as compared with the
tastes of its chemical components, some writers have maintained that in
this case the whole is not equal to the sum of its parts. This claim is ob-
viously intended to be informative about the matters discussed, and it
would be high-handed to reject it outright as simply a logical absurdity.
It is clear, nevertheless, that in the context in which this claim is made
the words'whole,''part,' osum,' and perhaps even'equal,' are being em-
ployed in senses different from those associated with them in the geo-
metrical context. We must therefore assume the task of distinguishing
between a number of senses of these words that appear to play a role in
various inquiries.

1. The words 'whole'and'part'are normally used for correlative dis-
tinctions, so that r is said to be a whole in relation to something y which
is a component or part of r in some sense or other. It will be convenient,
therefore, to have before us a brief list of certain familiar 'kinds" of
wholes and corresponding parts.

a. The word'whole' is used to refer to something with a spatial ex-
tension, and anything is then called a'part'of such a whole which is spa-
tially included in it. However, several special senses of 'whole' and 'part'
fall under this head. In the ffrst place, the terms may refer to speciffcally
spatial properties, so that the whole is then some length, urea, or volume
containing as parts lengths, areas, or volumes. In this sense, neither
wholes nor parts need be spatially continuous; thus, the United States
and its territorial possessions are not a spatially crontinuous whole, and
continental United States contains as one of its spatial parts desert re-
gions which are also not spatially continuous. In the second place, 'whole'
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may refer to a nonspatial property or state of a spatially extended thing,
and'part'designates an identical property of some spatial part of the
thing. Thus, the electric charge on a body is said to have for its parts
tle electric charges on spatial parts of the body. In the third place,
though sometimes the only spatial properties counted as parts of a spa-
tial whole are those that have the same spatial dimensions as the whole,
at other times the usage of the terms is more liberal. Thus the surface
of a sphere is frequently said to be a part of the sphere, but on other
occasions only volumes in the sphere's interior are so designated.

b. The word 'whole'refers to some temporal period whose parts are
temporal intervals in it. As in the case of spatial wholes and parts, tem-
poral ones need not be continuous.

c. The word 'whole'refers to any class, se! or aggegate of elements,
and'part'may then designate either any proper subclass of the initial
set, or any element in the set. Thus, by a part of the whole consisting
of all the books printed in the United States during a given year may be
understood either all the novels printed that year, or some particular
copy of a novel.

d. The word'whole'sometimes refers to a property of an object or
process, and'part to some analogous property standing to the ffrst in
certain speciffed relations. Thus, a force in physics is commonly said to
have for its parts or components other forces into which the ffrst can be
aualyzed according to a familiar rule. Similarly, the physical brightness
of a surface illuminated by two sources of light is sometimes said to have
for one of its parts the brightness associated with one of the sources. In
the present sense of the words, a part is not a spatial part of the whole.

e. The word'whole'may refer to a pattern of relations between cer-
tain speciffed kinds of objects or events, the pattern being capable of
embodiment on various occasions and with various modiffcations. How-
ever, 'part' may then designate difierent things in difierent contexts. It
may refer to any one of the elements which are related in that pattern
or, rorn" occasion of its e,mbodiment. Thus, if a melody (say'Auli Lang
Syne") is such a whole, one of its parts is then the first tone that is
sounded when the melody is sung on a particular date. Or it may refer
to a class of elements that occupy corresponding positions in the pattem
in some speciffed mode of its embodiment. Thus, one of the parts of the
melody will then be the class of first notes when 'Auld Lang Syne" is
sung in the key of E fat. Or the word'part may refer to a subordi-
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nate phrase in the total pattern. In this case, a part of the melody may
be the pattern of tones that occurs in its first foru bars.

t. The word'whole'may refer to a process, one of its parts being
another process that is some discriminated phase of the more inclusivi
one. Thus, the process of swallowing is part of the pr.ocess of eating.

g. The word 'whole'may refer to any concrete object, and 'part' to
any of its properties. In this sense, the character of being cylindrical in
shape or being malleable is a part of a given piece of copper wire.

I. Finally, the word 'whole' is often used to refer to any system
whose spatial parts stand to each other in various relations of dynamical
dependence, Many of the so-called *organic unities" appear to be sys-
tems of this type. However, in the present sense of 'whole' a variety of
things are customarily designated as its parts. Thus, a system consisting
of a mixture of two gases inside a container is frequentln though not
always in the same context, said to have for its parts one or more of the
following: its spatially extended constituents, such as the two gases and
the container; the properties or states of the system or of its spatial
parts, such as the mass of the system or the speciffc heats of one of the
gases; the processes which the system undergoes in reaching or main-
taining thermodynamical equilibrium; and the spatial or dynamical or-
ganization to which its spatial parts are subject.

This list of senses of 'whole' and 'part,' though by no means com.
plete, will suffice to indicate the ambiguity of these words. But what is
more important, it also suggests that, since the word tum' is used in a
number of contexts in which these words occur, it sufiers from an analo-
gous ambiguity. Let us therefore examine several of its typical senses.

2, We shall not inquire whether the word 'sum' actually is employed
ln connection with each of the senses of 'whole'and 'part' that have been
distinguished, and if so just what meaning is to be associated with iL
In point of fact, it is not easy to specify a clear sense for the word in
many contexts in which people do use it. We shall accordingly eonffne
ourselves to noting only a small number of the well-established uses of
'sum'and to suggesting interpretations for it in a few contexts in which
its meaning is unclear and its use misleading.

a. It is hardly surprising that the most carefully deffned uses of 'sum'
and'addition' occur in mathematics and formal logic. But even in these
contexts the word has a variety of special meanings, depending on what
type of mathematical and Iogical *objects" 

are being added. Thus, there
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is a familiar operation of addition for the natural integers; and there are
also identically named but really distinct operations for ratios, real num-
bers, complex numbers, matrices, classes, relaUons, and other mathe-
matical or logical "entities." It is not altogether evident why all these
operations have the common name of 'addition,' though there are at
Ieast certain formal analogies betrveen many of them; for example, most
of them are commutative and associative. However, there are some im-
portant exceptions to the general rule implicit in this example, for the
addition of ordered sets is not uniformly commutative, though it is asso-
ciative. On the other hand, the sum of two entities in mathematics is
invariably some unique entip which is of the same type as the sum-
mands;-thus the sum of two integers is an integer, of two matrices a
matrix, and so on. Moreover, though the word 'part' is not always de-
ffned or used in connection with matlematical 'bbiects," whenever both
it and 'sum' are employed they are so used that the statement 'The
whole is equal to the sum of its parts'is an analytic or necessary truth.

However, it is easy to construct an apparent counter-instance to this
Iast claim. Let K* be the ord,ered, set of the integers, ordered in the fol-
Iowing manner: ffrst the odd integers in order of increasing magnitudb,
and then the even integers in that order. K* may then be represented
by the notation: (1, 3, 5, . . . ,2, 4, 6, . . .). Next let Kr be the class
of odd integers and Kz the class of even ones, neither class being an
ordered set. Now let K be the class-sum of Kr and K2, so that K contains
all the integers as members; K also is not an ordered class. But the mem-
bership of K is the same as that of K*, although quite clearly K and K*
are not identical. Accordingly, so it might be argued, in this case the
whole (namely K* ) is not equal to the sum (i.e., K) of its parts.

This example is instructive on three counts. It shows the possibility of
deffning in a precise manner the words 'whole,' 'part,' and 'sum' so that
"Ihe whole is unequal to the sum of its parts'is not only not logically
absurd but is in fact logically true. There is thus no a priori reason for
dismissing such statements as inevitable nonsense; and the real issue is
to determine, when such an assertion is made, in what sense if any the
crucial words in it are being used in the given context. But the examplo
also shows that, though such a sentence may be true on one speciffed
usage of 'part and 'sum,' it may be possible to assign other senses to
these words so that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts in this
redeffned sense of the words. Indeed, it is not standard usage in mathe-
matics to call either K1 or Kz a part of K*. On the contrary, it is custom-
ary to count as a part of K* only an ordered segment. Thus, let Kro be
the ordered set of odd integers arranged according to increasing magni-
tudg and Kzr the corresponding ordered set of even integers. Kr* and
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K2* are then parts of K*. [K* has other parts as well, for example, the
ordered segments indicated by the followingr (1,8,5, 7), (9,11, . . . ,
2, 4), and (6, 8, . . .).] Now form the ordered zum of, Kr* and Kzo.
But this sum yields the ordered set K*, so that in the specifted senses of
'part'and'sum'the whole ls equal to the sum of its parts. It is thus elear
that, when a given system has a special type of organization or structure,
a useful deffnition of hddition,' if such can be given, must take into ac-
eount that mode of organization. Any number of operations could be se-
lected for the label 'summation,' but not all of them are relevant or ap-
propriate for advancing a given domain of inqrriry.

FinallR the example suggests that, though a system has a distinctive
strueture, it is not in principle impossible to specify that structure in
terms of relations between its elementary constituents, and moreover in
such a manner that the structure can be correctly characterized as a
'sum'whose 'parts' are themselves speciffed in terms of those elements
and relations. As we shall see, many students deny, or appear to deny,
this possibility in connection with certain kinds of organized systems
(such as living things). The present example therefore shows that
though we may not be able cs a matter of fact to analyze certain highly
complex *dynamic" (or'brganic") unities in terms of some given theory
concerning their ultimate constituents, such inability cannot be estab-
lished as a matter of. inherent logical rwcessitg,

b. If we now turn to the positive sciences, we ffnd that here too are
a large number of well-defined operations called 'addition.' The major
distinction that needs to be drawn is between scalar and vector sums.
Let us consider each in turn. Examples of the former are tfie addition
of the numerosity of groups of things, of spatial properties (length, areq
and volume), of temporal periods, of weights, of electrical resistance,
electric charge, and thermal capacity. They illustrate the ffrst three
senses of 'whole'and 'part'which we distinguished above; and in each
of them (and in many other cases that could be mentioned) 'sum' is so
speciffed that the whole is the sum of appropriately chosen parts.

On the other hand, there are many magnitudes, such as density or
elasticity, for which no operation of addition is deftned or seems capable
of being deffned in any useful manner; most of these cases fall under
the last four of the above distinctions eoncerning 'whole' and 'part.'
Moreover, there are some properties for which addition is speciffed
only under highly specialized circumstances; for example, the lum of
the brightness of two sources of light is deffned only when the light
emitted is'monochromatic. It makes no sense, therefore, to say that the
density (or the shape) of a body is, or is not, the sum of the densities
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(or shapes) of its parts, simply because there are neither expUcitly fon
mulated rules nor ascertainable habits of procedure which associate a
usage with tlle word'sum'in such a eontext.

The addition of vector properties, such as forces, velocities, and ac'-
celerations, conforms to the familiar rule of parallelogram composition.
Thus, if a body is acted on by a force of I poundals in a direclon due
north, and also by a force of 4 poundals in a direction due eas! the body
will behave as if it were acted on by a single force of E poundals in a
northeasterly direction. This single force is said to be the 'sum' or te-
sultant'of the other two forces, which are called its .components'; 

and,
conversely, any force can be analyzed as the sum of an arbitraqy num-
ber of components. This sense of 'sum' is commonly associated with the
fourth of the above distinctions concerning 'whole' and 'part'; and it is
evident that here the sense of 'sum'is quite different from the sense of
the word in such contexts as 'the sum of two lengths.,

It has been argued by Berband Russell that a force cannot rightly be
said to be the sum of its components. Thus he declared:

Let ther.e be three particles A, B, C,lVe may say that B and C both
cause accelerations in A, and we compound these accelerations by the
parallelogram law. But tlis composition is not truly addition, for the'com-
ponents are not parts oL the resultant The resultant is a new term, as
simple as their components, and not by any means their sum. Thus the
effects attributed to B and c are never produced, but a third term difierent
from either is produced. This, we may say, is produced by B and c to-
gether, taken as a whole. But the efiect whiclr-they produce as a whole
can only be discovered by supposing each to produce a separate efiect:if this were not supposed, it would be impossible to obtairi the two acu
celerations whose resultant is the actual acceleration. Thus we seem to,"j"h * antinomyr the whole has no efiect except what results from the
effects of the parts, but the efiects of the parts are nonexistent.r'

However, all this argument shows is that by the component of a force
(or of an acceleration) we do not mean anything likJwhat we under-
stand by a component or part of a length-the coirponents of forces are
not spatial parts of forces. It does not establish thJclaim that the ad&.
tion of forces ois not truly addition,o unress, indeed, the word .addition,
is-be-ing used so restrictively that no operation is to be so designated
which does not involve_a juxtaposition oI spatial (or possibly temiorat)
parts of the whole said to be their sum. But in ihis-latter Luurt *"ny
other operations that are called 'addition'in physics, ,u"t 

", 
ihe addi-

tion of electrical capacities, wourd also have to receive difierent labels.
Moreover, no antinomy arises from the supposition that, on the one han4

1r Bertrand Russell' The prtnctpht of Morharndics, cambridge, Engrand, rgOs,p. 477,
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the effeet of each component force acting alone does not exist, while
on the other hand the actual efiect produced by the joint action of the
components is the resultant of their partial efiects. For the supposition
simply expresses what is the case, in a language conforming to the ante-
cedent definition of the addition and resolution of forces.

The issue raised by Russell is thus terminological at best. His objection
is nevertheless instructive. For it calls needed attention to the fact that,
when the matter is viewed abstractly, the tum'of a given set of elements
is simply an element that is uniquelg determined by some function (in
the mathematical sense) of the given set. This function may be assigned
a relatively simple and familiar form in certain cases, and a more com-
plex and strange form in others; and in any event, the question whether
such a function is to be introduced into a given domain of inquiry, and
if so what special form is to be assigned to it, cannot be settled a priori.
The heart of the matter is ttrat when such a function is speciffed, and if
a set of elements saUsffes whatever conditions are prescribed by the
function, it becomes possible to deiluce from these premises a class of
statements about some structural complex of those elements.la

e. We must now consider a use of 'sum' associated with the fffth
sense of 'whole' and 'part' distinguished above-a use also frequently
associated with the dictum that the whole is more than, or at any rate
not merely, the sum of its parts. Let us assume that the following state-
ment is typieal of such usager 'Although a melody may be produced by
sounding a series of individual tones on a piano, the melody is not the
sum of its individual notes." The obvious question that needs to be asked
is: 'In what sense is 'sum'being employed here?" It is evident that the
statement can be informative only if there is such a thing as the sum of
the individual tones of melody. For the statement can be established as

true or false only if it is possible to compare such a sum with the whole
that is tho melody.

However, rnost people who are inclined to assert such a statement do

ro An issue similar to the one raised by Russell has been raised in connection
with the ad&tion of velocities in relativity-theory. Let A, B, C be three bodies, so
t}at the velocity of A with respect to B is oc, that of B with respect to C is oao
(where the direction of orc is parallel to the direction of ora), and of A with re.
spect to C is oec. Then according to classical mechanics, oaa - oar { oao. But ac-
cprding to the special relativity theory,

o1g- oat*ozc

t+yy
where c ls the velocity of light. It has been argued that in the latter we are not
'really adding" velocitres. However, tlds objection can be disposed of in essentially
&e same manner as can Russell's argument.
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not specify what that sum is supposed to be; and there is thus a basis fortle supposition that they either are not clear about what they mean or
do not meau anything whatever. In the latter case the most charitable
view that can be taken of such pronouncements is to regard them as
simply misleading expressions of the possibly valid claim that the no-
tion of summation b inappkcable to the constituent tones of melodies.
on the other hand, some writers apparently understand by tum'in this
context the unord.ered cl,ctss of individual tones; and what they are there-
f-ore asserting is that this class is not the melody. But this is hardly news,
though conceivably there may have been some persons who believed
otherwise. In any event, there appears to be no meaning, other than this
one, which is normally associated with the phrase 'sum of tones' or
similar phrases. Accordingly, if the word 'sum' is used in this sense in
contexts in which the word 'whole'refers to a pattern or configuration
formed by elements standing to each other in ceitain relations, ii is per-
fectly hue though trivial to say that the whore is more than the ium
of its parts.

As-h-as 
"h-."dy_been 

noted, however, this fact does not precrude the'
possibilip of analgzing such wholes into a set of elements related to one
another in deffnite ways; nor does it exclude the possibility of assigning
a different sense to'sum'so that a melody might ihen be construed as a
suq of appropriately sele_cted parts. It is evident that at least a partial
analysis of a melody is effected when it is represented in the customary
musical notation; and the analysis could obviously be made more com-
plete and explicit, and even expressed with formal precision.l,

But it is sometimes maintained in this connection that it is a funda-
mental mistake to regard the constituent tones of a melody as independ-
ent parts, out of which the melody can be reconstituted. on the con-
trary it has been argued that what we "experience at each place in the
melody is a pafi which is itself determined by the charicter of the
whole. . . ' The fesh and blood of a tone depends from the start upon
its role in the melody: a b as leading tone to e is something radicilly
difierent from the b as tonic.-'E And as we shall see, similar iiews have
been advanced in conneetion with other cases and types of Gestalts and
'brganic" wholes.

Now it may be quite true that the effect produced by a given tone de-
qends on its position in a context of other tones, just as the efiect pro-
duced by a given pressure upon a body is in generar contingent upon

r,?{9r an- interesting--sketch-of a generalized formal analysis of Gestalts such as
melodies, cf. Kurt_ Grelling_and la.ul-oppenheim, 'p"r Cei[ai[b"grifi-i" ij"ht" de,
neuen Logik," \rkenntnis, Vol. 7 (fSS8), pp. Zit-ZS.
. 1t Y* w__ertheimer, "Ge_stalt_'Theory." in-A swrce Book of Ge$alr psgchology
(ed.by lVillis D. Ellis), New york, ig5q p. 5.
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what other pressures are operative. But this supposed fact does not lmply
that a melody cannot rightly bo viewed as a relational complor whoso

component tones are identiffable indepenclently of theh occumence in
that conrplcx. For if the inrplication did hokl, it wotrld bc impossible to
describe how a melody is constitutcd out of individual tones, and tltero'
fore impossible to prescribe hor,v it is to be played, Indeed, it would then
be self-contradictory to say that 'a b as leading tone to c ls something
radically difierent from the b as tonic." For the name 'b' ln tho expres'
sion 'b as leacling tone to c' could then ^not refet to the same tono to
which the name 'b'refers in the expression 'b as tottic'; and the presum'
able intent of the statement could then not be expressed, In short, the
fact that, in connection with wholes that are pattems or Gestalts of oc'
currences, the word'sum' is either undeffned or deffned ln such a way
that the whole is unequal to the sum of its parts, constitutes no inherently
insuperable obstacle to analyzing such wholes into elements Etanding to
each other in specified relations.

d. We must ffnally examine the use of 'sum' ln connectiofl with
wholes that are organized systems of dynamically interrelated parb. Let
us assume as typical of such usago tho statement Although the mass of a
body is equal to the sum of the masses of its spatial parts, a body also
has properties which are not the sums of properties possessed by tts
parts.'The comments that havo just been made about'sum' in connection
with patterns of occurrences such as melodies can bo extended to tho
present context of usage of the word; and we shall not repeat them. In
the present instance, however, an additional interpretation of '6um' can
be suggested.

When the behavior of a machine like a clock is sometimes said to be
the sum of the behavior of its spatial partg what Is the presumptivo con-
tent of the assertion? It is reasonable to assume that the word 'sum' does

not here signify an unordered class of elementg for neither the clock nor
its behavior is such a class. It is therefore plausible to construe the as-

sertion as maintaining tha! from the theory of mechanicq coupled wlth
suitable information about tho actual arrangements of the parts of the
machine, it is possible to deduce statements about the consequent prop-
efies and behaviors of the entire system. Accordingly, it seems also
plausible to construe in a similar fashion statements such as that of
l. S. Mill: 'The difierent acfions of a chemical compound will never be
found to be the sums of actions of its separate parts." 10 More explicidn
this statement can be understood to assert that from some assumed
theory concerning the constituents of chemical compounds, even when lt

te;. S. Mrll, Asystem of LoCtq London, 1879, Book $ Chup 4 $2 (VoL I' p.
482).
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is conjoined with appropriate data on the organization of these constit-
uents within the compounds, it is not in fact possible to deduce state-
ments about many of the properties of these compounds.

If we adopt this suggestion, we obtain an interpretation for 'sum' that
is particularly appropriate for the use of the word in contexts in which
the wholes under discussion are organized systems of interdependent
parts. Let T be a theory that is in general able to explain the occurrence
and modes of interdependence of a set of properties Ps P2,. . . , Pr.
More speciffcallS suppose it is known that, when one or more individ-
uals belonging to a set K of individuals occur in an environment E1 and
stand to each other in some relation belonging to a class of relations R1,
the theory T can explain the behavior of such a system with respect to
its manifesting some or all of the properties P. Now assume that some
or all of the individuals belonging to K form a relational complex R2
not belonging to RI in an environment 82, which may be difierent from
Er, and that the system exhibits certain modes of behavior that are for.
mulated in a set of laws L. Two cases may then be distinguished: from
T, together with statements concerning the organization of the individ-
uals in R2, it is possible to deduce the Iaws L; or secondly, not all the laws
Z can be so deduced. In the ffrst case, the behavior of the system R2ma!
be said to be the'sum'of the behaviors of its component individuals; ln
the second case, the behavior of Rz is nof such a sum. It is evident that
in the terminology and distinctions of the present chapter, both condi-
tions for the reducibility of L to T are satisffed in the ffrst case; in the
second case, however, although the condition of connectability may be
satisffed, the condition of derivability is not

If this interpretation of 'sum'is adopted for the indicated contexts of
its usage (let us call this the "reducibility sense" of the word), it follows
that the distinction between wholes that are sums of their parts and those
that are not is rehtioe to some assumed theory I in terms of which the
analysis of a system is undertaken. Thus, as we have seen, the kinetic
theory of maiter as developed during the nineteenth century was able
to explain certain thermal properties of gases, including certain relations
between the specific heats of gases. However, that theory was unable to
account for these relations between speciffc heats when the state of
aggregation of molecules is that of a solid rather than a gas. On the
other hand, modern quantum theory is capable of explaining the facts
concerning the speciffc heats of solids, and presumably also all other
thermal properties of solids. Accordingly, although relative to classical
kinetic theory the thermal properties of solids are not sums of the prop-
erties of their parts, relative to quantum theory those properties are such
sums.
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8. We must now briefly consider the distinctive feature of those
systems that are commonly said to be 'brganic unities" and that exhibit
a mode of organization often claimed to be incapable of analysis in terms
of an'additive point of view." However, although living bodies are the
most frequently cited examples of organic wholes, we shall not be now
concerned speciffcally with such systems. For it is generally adrnitted
that living bodies constitute only a special class of systems possessing a
structure of internally related parts; and it will be an advantage to ig-
nore for the present special issues conneeted with the analysis of vital
phenomena.

Organie or "functional" wholes have been deffned as systems 'the
behavior of which is not determined by that of their indiyidual elements,
but where the part-processes are themselves determined by the intrinsic
nature of the whole." 20 What is distinctive of such systems, therefore,
is that their parts do not act, and do not possess characteristics, inde-
pendentlg of one another. On the contrary, their parts are supposed to
be so related that any alteration in one of them causes a change in all
the other parts.2l In consequence, functional wholes are also said to be
systems which cannot be built up out of elements by combining these
latter seriatim without producing changes in all those elements. More-
over, such wholes cannot have any part removed without altering both
tlat part and the remaining parts of the system.zz Accordingly, it is often
claimed that a functional whole cannot be properly analyzed from an
'additive point of view"; that is, the characteristic modes of functioning
of its constituents must be studied in situ, and the structure of activities
of the whole cannot be inferred from properties displayed by its con-
stituents in isolation from the whole.

A purely physical example of such functional wholes has been made
familiar by Kiihler. Consider a well-insulated electric conductor of ar-
bihary shape, for example, one having the form of an ellipsoid; and
assume that electric charges are brought to it successively. The charges

will immediately distribute themselves over the surface of the conductor

m Max Wertheimer, op. cit,, p. 2. Cf. also Koffka's statement: 'Analysis if it
wants to reveal the universe in its c,ompleteness has to stop at the wholes, what-
ever their size, which possess functional reality. . . . Instead of starting with the
elements and deriving &e properties of the wholes from them a revelse process

is necessary, i.e,, to try to understand the properties of parts from the- properties
of wholes.-The chief content of Gestalt as a category is this view of the relation
of parts and wholes involving the recognition of iltrinsic real dynamic whole'
properties."-K. Kofika, "Gestalt,' in Encgcbpedia of the Social-Sclence-s, New Yorlg
iggt, Vol. 6, p. 645, quoted by kind permission of the publishers, The Macmillan
Company.

zrCf. Kurt Lewin, ?rinciples of Topological Psgchologg, New York, 1936, p. 218_'
zz W. Kiihler, Die phgsischen' Gestalten in Ruhe und in stationiiren Zustand,

Braunschweig, f924 p. 42; also Ellis, op. cit.,p,25.
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in such a way that the electric potential will be the same thtoughout the
surface, However, the density of tho chargo (1.e,, the quantity of chargo
per unit surface) wfll not in general bo uniform at all points of the sur-
face. Thus, in the ellipsoidal conductot, tho density of tho charge will
be greatest at the points of greatest culvature and will be smallest at
the points of least curvaturazs In brief, tlie distlibution of the charges
will exhibit a characteristic pattern or organization-a pattern which de-
pends on the shapo of the conductot but is independent of the special
materials of its construction or of the total quantity of charge placed
upon it.

It is, however, not possible to build up this pattern of distribution bit
by bit, for example, by bringing charges ffrst to one part of the con-
ductor and then to another so as to havo the pattern emerge only after
all the charges are placed on the conductor. For when a charge is placed
on one portion of the surface, the charge will not remain there but will
distribute itself in the manner indicatedi and in consequence, tho charge
density at one point is not independent of the densities at all other points.
Similarly, it is not possible to remove somo part of the chargo from ons
portion of the surface without altering the charge densities at all other
points. Accordingly, although the total charge on a conductor is the sum
of separable partial chargeg the conffguration of charge densities can-
not be regarded as composed from independent parts, Kohler thus de-
clares:

The natural structure assumed by the total charge is not described if ono
says! at this point the charge-density is this much 'and' at that point tho
density is that much, etc.l but one might attempt a description by sayingl
the density is so much at this poin! so much at that point, all mutually
interdependenl and such that t-ho occurrence of a certain density at one
point determines tho densities at all other points.'r

Many other examples-physical, chemical, biological, and psycho-
logical-could be cited which have the samo intent as this one. Thus

2s More generally, the eharge density on tho ellipsold ls propofional to the fourth
root of the curvature at a poinL

zc Ktihler, op. cit., p 58, and cf. also p, 166. Many othet physical oramples
of such "func6onal" wholes could bo cited. Tho surfaces assumed by soap films
pmvide aa intuitively evident illustration. llho general principle underlying the
analysis of such surfaces is that, subject to the boundary conditions imposed on the
surfacg its area is a minimum. Thus, neglecting gavity, a soap fflm bounded by
a plane loop of wire will assume a plane surface; a soap bubblo will assume the
shape of a sphere, a ffgure which has the minimum surface lor a given volume. Now
consider a part of the surface of a soap bubble bounded by a circle, If this part
were removable from the spherical surfacg it would no longer retain its convex
shapg but would become a plane, Thus, the shape assumed by a part of the fflm
depends on the whole of which it is a part. Cf, the accounts of soap film experiments
in Bichard Courant and Herbert Robbins, Wlwt Is Mothematics? New York, 1941,
pp. 886ff.
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there is no doubt that in many systems the constituent parts and proc'
esses are "internally" related, in the sense that these constituents stand
to each other in relations of mutual causal interclependence. Indeed,
some writers have found it difficult to distinguislr sharply between sys'
tems which are of this sort and systems which allegedly are not; and
they have argued that all systems whatever ought to be characterized
as wholes which are "organic" or'Tunctional'in some degree or other.26

In point of fact, many who claim that there is a fundamental difierenee
between functional and nonfunctional (or 'tummative") wholes tacitly
admit that the distinction is based on praetical decisions concerning what
causal influences may be ignored for certain purposes. Thus, Kiihler cites
as an example of a iummative" whole a system of three stones, one each
in Africa, Australia, and the United States. The system is held to be a
summative grouping of its parts, because displacement of one stone has
no efiect on the others or on their mutual relations.26 flowever, if cur-
rent theories of physics are accepted, such a displacement is not without
sonre effeots on the other stones, even if the effects are so minute that
they cannot be detected with present experimental techniques and can
therefore be practically ignored. Again, Ktihler regards the total eharge
on a conductor as a summative whole of independent parts, though it is
not at all evident that the electronic constituents of the charge undergo
no alterations when parts of the charge are removed from it. Accord-
ingly, although the occurrence of systems possessing distinctive struc-
tures of interdependent parts is undeniable, no general criterion has yet
been proposed which makes it possible to identify in an absolute way
systems that are "genuinely functional" as distinct from systems that are
'merely summative." 2?

26 This is the contention of A. N. Whiteheatfs philosophy of organism. Cf. his
Process and, Reah,tu, New York, 1929, esp. Part 2, Chaps. I and 4.

zeKdlrler, op. cit,, p, 47,
zz This suggestion that the distinction between functional and nonfunctional wholes

is not a sharp one, is borne out by an attempt to state more formally the character of
an "organic" whole. Let S be some system and K a class of properties Pr,, .,, P,
which S may exhibit. Assume, for the sake of simplicity of exposition, that these
properties are measurable in some sense, so that the specific forms of these prop-
erties can be associated with the values of numerical variables; and assumg also
for the sake of simplicity, that statements about these properties have the form
'At time t the property Pr of S has the value r,' or, more compactly, 'Pr(S,t) = s,,'
We now deffne a property in K, say P', to be "dependent" on the remaining prop.
erties in K when P' has t}e same value at different times if the remaining properties
have equal values at those Hmes; that is, when for every property Pa in K, if.
Pi(s,rr) = P.(Sr,) then Pr(S,t') = P,(S,t,). Moreover we shall say that the class
K of properties is "interdependent" it each property in the class is dependent on
theremainingproperties in K, &at is, when for every Pr and Pt inK, if Pr(S,rt) =
Pr(S,t,) then Pr(S,t,) =Pt(S,t,), On the other hand, we can deffne the class K
to be an "independent" class if no property in K is dependent on the remaining
properties of K, To fix our ideas, Iet S be a gas, Y its volume, p its pressure, and
T its absolute temperature. Then according to the Boyle-Charles' Iaw, V is depend-
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Moreover, it is essential to distinguish in this connection between the
question whether a given system can be ooertlg constructed in a piece-
meal fashion by a seriatim juxtaposition of parts, and the question
whether the system can be analyzed in terms of a theory concerning its
assumed constituents and their interrelations. There undoubtedly are
wholes for which the answer to the ffrst question is affirmative-for ex-
ample, a clock, a salt crystal, or a molecule of water; and there are wholes
for which the answer is negative-for example, the solar system, a carbon
atom, or a living body. However, this difference between systems does
not correspond to the intended distinction between functional and sum-
mative wholes; and our inability to construct efiectively a system out
of its parts, which in some cases may only be a consequence of tem-
porary technological limitations, cannot be taken as evidence for de-
ciding negatively the second of the above two questions.

But let us furn to this second question, for it raises what appears to
be the fundamental issue in the present context. That issue is whether
the analysis of *organic unities'necessarily involves the adoption of
irreducible laws for such systems, and whether their mode of organiza-
tion precludes the possibility of analyzing them from the so-called 'addi-
tive point of view." the main dificulty in this connection is that of as.
certaining in what way an "additive" analysis difiers from one which
is not. The cpntrast seems to hinge on the claim that the parts of a
functional whole do not act independently of one another, so that any
laws which may hold for such parts when they are not members of a
functional whole cannot be assumed to hold for them when they actually
are members. An'hdditive' analysis therefore appeaxs to be one which

ent oa p and T; anil also this class of properties is an interdependent class of prop-
erties. Again, il S is an insulated conductor possessing a deffnite shape, R the curvi-
ture at any poht, s t!'e charge density at any region, and p the pressuie at any regiorq
then p is not dependent on I and s, and the properties p, R, and, c do not'form an
interdependent class, though they do not form an independent class either. For this
analysis, and further details involved in its elaboration, see the papers by Kurt
Grelling, 'A Logical Thpory of Dependence," and Kurt Grelling and Paul Oppdnheim,
'Logical Analysis of 'Gestalt' and 'Functional Whole,'" reprinted for members of
the Fift} International Congress for the Unity of Science held in Cambridge, Mass.,
1989, from the Journal of Unified Scierwe, Vol. 9. This volume of the lournal was
a casualty of World War II and has never been published.

However, if now we deffne a system S to be a "functional whole" with respect
to a class I( of properties il K is an interdependent class, and also deffne S to be
a "summative whole" if K ts an ;independent class, two points shoulil be noted.
Ia the first place, whether a property will be said to depend on certain others will
be afiected in part by the degree of experimental precision with which values of
the properties in guestion can be established. This is the point alreaily made in
the text In the second place, though S may not be a functional whole in the sense
4eff4ed, it need not therefore be a summative whole; for some properties in K may
be dependent on the remaining ones, though not all are. Accordingly, there may
be various "degrees" of interdependence of parts of a system.
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acc'ounts for the properties of a system in terms of assumptions about its
constituents, where these assumptions are not formulated with specific
reference to the characteristics of the constituents as elements in the
system. A 'honadditive" analysis, on the other hand, seems to be one
which formulates the characteristics of a system in terms of relations
between certain of its parts as functioning ele^ments in the system.

However, if this is indeed the distinction between these allegedly dif-
ferent modes of analysis, the difierence is not one of fundamental prin-
ciple. we have already noted that it does not seem possible to diitin-
guish sharply between systems that are said to be *organic unities" and
those which are not. Accordingly, since even the parts of summative
wholes stand in relations of causal interdependence, an additive anal-
ysis of such wholes must include special assumptions about the actual
organization of parts in those wholes when it attempts to apply some
fundamental theory to them. There are certainly many physical systems,
sqch_as_the solar system, a earbon atom, or a calcium fluoride crystal,
which despite their complex form of organization lend themselves to an*additive" analysis; but it is equally certain that current explanations
of such systems in terms of theories about their constituent parts can-
not avoid supplementing these theories with statements aboui the spe-
cial circumstances under which the constituents occur as elements in the
systems. In any event, the mere fact that the parts of a system stand
in relations of causal interdependence does not exclude the possibility
of an additive analysis of the system.

The distinction between additive and nonadditive analysis is some-
times supported by the contrast commonly drawn between the particle
physics of classical mechanics and the ffeld approach of electrodynamics.
It wiu therefore be instructive to dwell for a moment on this contrast
According to Newtonian mechanics, the acceleration induced in a par-
tiele by the action of other bodies is the vector sum of the accelerations
whigh worild be produced by each of these bodies were they acting
singly; and the assumption underlying this principle is that the forci
exerted by one such body is independent of the force exerted by any
_other. In consequence, a mechanical system such as the solar system can
be analyzed additively. In order to account for the characteristic be-
havior of the solar system as a whole, we need to know onry the force
(as a function of the distance) that each body in the syitem exerts
separately on the other bodies.

But in electrodynamics the situation is difierent. For the action of an
electrically charged body on another depends not only on their dis-
tances but also on their relative motions. Moreover, the efiect of a change
in motion_is n-ot propagated instantaneously, but vvith a ffnite veloci{r.
Accordingly, the force on a charged body due to the presence of other
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such bodies is not determined by the positions and velocities of the latter
but by ttre conditions of the electromagnetic "ffeld" in the vicinity of the
former. In consequencg since such a ffeld cannot be regarded as a'sum'
of'partiaf ffelds, each due to a distinct charged particle, an electro-
magnetic system is commonly said to be incapable of an additive anal-
ysis. "The ffeld ean be treated adequately only as a uni!" so it is claimed,
onot 

as the sum total of the contributions of individual point charges." 28

Two brief comments must be made on this contrast. In the first place,
the notion of 'ffeld' (as used in electromagnetic theory) undoubtedly
represents a mathematical technique for analyzing phenomena that is
different in many important respects from the mathematics employed in
particle mechanics. The latter operates with discrete sets of state vari-
ables, so that the state of a system is speciffed by a ffnite number of
coordinaies; the ffeld approach requires that the values of each of its
state variables be speciffed for each point of a mathematically continuous
space. And there are further corresponding differences in the kinds of
difierential equations, the variables that enter into them, and the limits
between which mathematical integrations are performed.

But in the second place, though it is true that the electromagnetic ffeld
associated with a set of charged particles is not a 'sum' of partial ffelds
associated with each particle separately, it is also true that the ffeld is
uniquely determined (i.e., the values of each state variable for each point
of space are unequivocally ffxed) by the set of charges, their velocities,
and the initial and boundary conditions under which they occur. Indeed,
in one technique employed within ffeld theorn the electromagnetic ffeld
is simply an intermediary device for formulating the effects of electrically
charged particles upon other such particles.2e Accordingln though it may
be convenient to treat an electromagnetic ffeld as a "uriit,o this conven-
ience does not signify that the properties of the ffeld cannot be analyzed
in terms of assumptions concerning its constituents. And though the ffeld
may not be a 'sum' of partial ffelds in any customary sense, an electro-
magnetic system is a tum' in the special sense of the word proposed
previously, namely, ttrere is a theory about the constituents of these sys-
tems such that the relevant laws of the system can be deduced from the
theory. In point of fact, if we take a final glance at the functional whole

28 Peter G. Bergmann, lntroduc'tion to the Theory of RelatlaitA, New York, 1942,
p.223, It would be poindess to ask in the present context whether any "physical
reality" is to be assigned to eleetromagnetic fields or whether, as some writers main-
tain, electromagnetic fields are only a "mathematical ffction." It is sufficient to note
that, whatever its "ultimate status," the field concept in physics represents a mode
of analysis which can be distinguished from the particle approach.

zs The technique to which reference is made is tle device of retarded potentials.
Cf. the remarks in Max Mason and Warren Weaver, The Elec-tromagnetdc Field.
Chicago, 192$ Introduction.
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illustrated by the charges on the insulated conductor, the law that formu.
lates the distribution of charge densities can be deduced from assump.
tions concerning the behavior of charged particles.s

The upshot of this discussion of organic unities is that the question
whether they can be analyzed from the additive point of view does not
possess a general answer. Some functional wholes certainly can be ana-
Iyzed in that manner, while for others (for example, living organisms)
no fully satisfactory analysis of that type has yet been achieved. Accord-
ingly, the mere fact that a system is a shucture of dynamically inter.
related parts does not suffice, by itself, to prove that the laws of such
a system cannot be reduced to some theory developed initially for cer.
tain assumed constituents of the system. This conclusion may be meager;
but it does show that the issue under discussion cannot be settled, as

so much of extant literature on it assumes, in a wholesale and a priori
fashion.

soCf., for example, O. D. Kellogg, Fowtlations of Potential Theorg, Berlin, f92$
Chap. 7.


